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Will the Planning Committee meeting of December 3, 2015
CHAIR COUCH:
(gavel).
please come to order. My name is Don Couch, I’m the Chairperson of the Committee.
And before we get any further can we ask everybody to turn their cell phones on to
silent mode so that when it rings we don’t hear it, and if we do hear it well ask who it
was and if it was important. We\re done it before so be a good idea to check your
phones now. All right. First, let’s introduce the voting Members of this Committee.
We, first, we have Robert Carroll who is our Vice-Chair. Good morning.
.

.

.

.

VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR COUCH: And Gladys Baisa. Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR COUCH: And Mike Victorino. Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Aloha and good morning, Chair.
CHAIR COUCH: Aloha. Excused are Elle Cochran and Mike White, and Mr. Guzman will be
here shortly. All right. From the Planning Department we have the Deputy Director,
we have Michele McLean. Good morning.
MS. McLEAN: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR COUCH: And Gina Flammer. Good morning. And we have a new Corporation
Counsel, we have.. .it was supposed to be Jennifer, she’s out today and Mike’s out
doing his public, Land Use Commission or Public Utilities Commission, I think it’s
Public Utilities Commission. And so we have Richelle Thomson.
MS. THOMSON: Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Did I get that right?
MS. THOMSON: Yes.

CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. All right. And then of course we have our Staff. We have Greg
Garneau, our Legislative Attorney, and Committee Secretary Pauline Martins. Good
morning.
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MR. GARNEAU: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Members, we’re on PC- 10, getting close to the home stretch. This is
the, Amending the Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance Relating to Short-Term Rental
Homes. We’re going to, shortly we’re going to accept testimony. For individuals
testifying in the Chambers, please sign up at the desk outside the Chamber door. If
testifying from a remote testimony site, please sign up with District Office Staff.
Testimony will be limited to this item listed on the agenda today. Pursuant to the
Rules of the Council, each testifier will be allowed to testify for up to three minutes per
item. The Chair will also be allowing an additional minute to conclude testimony.
And we’ll be using the lighting system. The light will be green for three minutes, it’ll
go yellow with one minute left, and when it turns red, please finish your remarks
quickly. When testifying, please state your name and any organization you may be
representing.
All right, Members, without any objection, we’ll start with public
testimony.

COUNCILMEMBERS: No objection.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. First one up to testify is Courtney O’Kief, followed by Deborah Ross.

BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMOZVY...
MS. O’KIEF: Aloha to all Planning Committee Members. My name’s Courtney O’Kief, I’m
speaking on behalf of my brother Kelly O’Kief who is unable to be here due to being in
Oregon at this time. All right. So I believe my situation is a good example of why
current law governing STRH applications for CPR’d properties is unjust. Of my three
long-term rental units on Maui, I’d like...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair? Excuse me? I hate to interrupt...
CHAIR COUCH: Can you get a little closer to the mic, please? Thanks.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. I cannot hear her down this side.
MS. O’KIEF: Do you want me to start over?
CHAIR COUCH: No, I think we’re okay.
MS. O’lUEF: Okay. Of my three long-term rental units on Maui, I’d like to convert one to
short-term, The property I’d like to convert is a cottage on a CPR’d lot in Pala which I
feel is best suited for a short-term rental. For this cottage, I started the application for
the short-term rental home STRH Permit. I was 90 percent complete with my STRH
Permit application when I received a letter from the Planning Department stating that
my neighbor, one of the other owners in our CPR is in violation for operating an STRH
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without a permit, thus susceptible to fines and ineligible to apply for the permit for five
years. I then learned that because I own a property in the same CPR, if my neighbor
doesn’t cease his illegal STRH operation immediately, I am also susceptible to his daily
fine. Worse, I’m bound to the ineligibility of permit application for five years. I feel
this rule infringes on the rightful use of my property. If the law is not reformed, the
negative effects dictated by the actions of a neighbor substantially impact my property.
My 720-square-foot Paia cottage would accommodate an average of 4 people per night
for 80 percent of the year. A rate of $300 a night would generate roughly 8,000 in TAT
and 4,000 in GET annually. It is estimated that these 4 visitors will each spend $206
a day which equates to 240,000 in annual revenue for the island. There is serious
demand for accommodation on the North Shore. If I were planning a vacation to
Hawaii and Maui’s North Short didn’t offer available rentals in my price range, I’d head
to the North Shore of Oahu before choosing another location on Maui. Please reform
this law so that property rights of STRH applicants are dictated by their actions alone,
not the actions of others. Sincerely, Kelly O’Kief.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. Members, any questions to the testifier? I have.
prepared to answer questions about the situation or are you just reading?

Are you

MS. O’KIEf: I’m just reading.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. All right. Thank you.
MS. O’KIEF: Okay. I can write down questions and he can...
CHAIR COUCH: No, well talk about it in

--

MS. O’KIEF: Okay.

CHAIR COUCH: --the meeting. Thank you. Deborah Ross, followed by Bonnie Carpenter.
MS. ROSS: Good morning, and thank you allowing me the time...
CHAIR COUCH: Can you get a little bit closer to the,, .thank you. You can bring it down to
your.. .there you go.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: There you go.
MS. ROSS: Okay. Thank you for allowing me this time this morning. My name is Deborah
Ross, and I live on Maui and have worked in the vacation rental industry for many
years. I worked for a local vacation rental company for over ten years. Every home
that this company offered was properly permitted with the County. And I understand
the value that vacation homes should be properly permitted. I’m now starting a new
career in the business and I’m here today because I believe that the, changing the
current ordinances will allow more homeowners to rent legally and this will benefit
everybody in the community. I can tell you the homeowners that I have met over the
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past few years are all good people, renting responsibly with consideration for their
neighbors and the community. These owners don’t just let anyone rent their home,
and what I see in the Maui vacation rental market is regular families who enjoy
vacationing together and want to stay in private residences rather than a hotel. There
are a few proposed changes that are fair and will help the current situation; however,
there are some proposed changes that should be revised. One is the rule that says
homes have to be five-years old to apply. The age of a home shouldn’t determine
whether it’s a good vacation rental or not.
Another is allowing owners on
condominiumized properties to be able to apply for a permit individually, it just seems
fair. And last is the five-year ban on the owners who have operated in the past. Why
not allow an amnesty period so they can apply and complete their permits so they can
have and operate their homes as a legal vacation rental? We all want the County
oversight because it benefits everyone, it ensures that the owners are accountable
should there be any issues, but it also means jobs, and that’s lots of jobs for the folks
that live on Maui. In closing, we live and thrive by visitor spending, and whether we
like it or not, the vacation rentals are what our travelers are wanting in the Maui
market. I think that more owners on Maui should have the right to benefit from this
trend responsibly and legally, and not just limit this to the few. Thank you for your
time.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you, Ms. Ross. Members, any questions to the testifier? I have a
couple if I don’t see any. Okay. On the five year, the house has to be five years old to
apply. Were you aware that we had a long discussion on that and we don’t want
people coming in to build a new house.. .buy a vacant lot, build a new house, and then
immediately short-term rental it?
MS. ROSS: Okay.
CHAIR COUCH: That’s why that’s there. Does that change your testimony or your...
MS. ROSS: I understand the thought process behind that because if they do just come in
just to build and not be a resident.

CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MS. ROSS: But maybe the five years old, maybe that’s a little bit too long.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MS. ROSS: Maybe that can be modified down to a shorter period of time.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. And then on the condominiumized property, those folks also for the
most part, there’s a couple exceptions, but have the option to subdivide and have their
own property and then they wouldn’t have that issue. Is there any consideration of
that in your comments?
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MS. ROSS: No.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. And lastly, the five-year ban, you suggested a amnesty period.
MS. ROSS: Correct.
CHAIR COUCH: We had an amnesty period for a year and a half built into the law and it was
actually kind of, it took about two and a half years before it was starting to get
enforced. So I’m not sure how much longer.. .it’s one of those things where we gave
everybody the chance.
MS. ROSS: Right, right. And I do understand that. And I think for some of the folks that I
do know, they’re prepared, their paperwork is ready, and it’s just bringing in more
visitors for those properties which will benefit of all us. But if there can be some sort
of revision on that amnesty to allow them to complete it, because the process has been
a bit, you know, taxing and hard. But just give those folks a little bit more time.

CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Thank you. Members, any further questions? Thank you, Ms. Ross.
MS. ROSS: Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Next is Bonnie Carpenter, followed by Nansy Phleger, Phleger. Hopefully I
got that right.
MS. CARPENTER: Qood morning. My name is Bonnie Carpenter, I live here on Maui. Thank
you for the opportunity to speak this morning. I’m here today to voice my support in
making rational changes to the current short-term rental ordinances, because that
has hurt my business and many other residents. I’m a photographer, in-home
photography is my specialty. My photography business has diminished significantly
because a lot of my work was for folks wanting nice photos to use to represent their
vacation rentals. I want to add that the homes that I shot were dream homes for
many people. It’s not as though they didn’t care about who used them, far from it. I
spent a lot of time and money to make them... they spent a lot of time and money to
make them beautiful, and I can tell you that they were rented responsibly. They
rented responsibly because they cared so much about them. Some used the homes a
few times a year, rented them just a few times a year to cover expenses while others
bought them expecting to be able to keep their dream home by being able to rent
them, I know a lot of average people like us who share our experience and view so it’s
not as though it’s just me standing here. And please understand I represent many of
my neighbors, my colleagues, and my friends here on island. I’ve also heard from
others that a lot of people who already have their permits are the most vocal
opponents of change. This to me looks like people who want to keep others out so
they have a cornerstone on the opportunity, and I don’t think that looks or sounds
very fair. In conclusion, I hope that you 11 change the laws and make it easier for
average people like my neighbors, my colleagues, and my clients to make a little bit of
extra money on our homes responsibly and legally, both by servicing the vacation
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rental homes and by being able to rent their homes. An easy change that would
greatly affect my business and many I know would be abolishing the rule that makes
it difficult for 2 homes within 500 feet of each other to be permitted. Thank you for
listening.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. Members, any questions to the testifier? Seeing none, thank
you.
MS. CARPENTER: Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: I want to say good morning to Mr. Guzman. Good morning. All right. Next
up we have Nansy Phleger, followed by Jim Wayne.
MS. PHLEGER: Good morning, Council. And thank you very much for allowing us to speak
this morning. And thank you to Don Guzman who wrote back to me last night.
Thank you very much. I sent you all and not only an e-mail of my testimony but also
photographs of our neighborhood, and I am part of the Shark Pit Neighborhood Watch
which is Front Street and all the neighborhood behind that from Puamana to Shaw
Street.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
MS. PHLEGER: In that I sent you five,.,
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I don’t have.. .1 don’t remember her, identify herself, please.
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah. Can you please identify your name, please?
MS. PHLEGER: Oh, I’m sorry. Nansy Phleger.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you.
MS. PHLEGER: And I’m on Front Street, Lahaina.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MS. PHLEGER: Okay. Sent you five photographs of our neighborhood so you get a good idea
of what our hood looks like. All right. No sidewalks, it’s very country, and we like it
that way. Okay. So in my testimony, I’m saying the proliferation of short-term rental
housing and 3&Bs is an important issue for us as we all chose to buy homes in this
old-time, well-established residential area, some over 60 years ago, and cherish the
quiet and peaceful neighborhood we have created. In fact, we began the Shark Pit
Neighborhood Watch over four years ago, to assist the Police Department in keeping
our neighborhood safe from the influx of vandals and derelicts, an ongoing job I might
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add. This means we all know each other, care about the health and wellbeing of each
other, and often get together to share news, projects, garden produce, and of course
barbecues. Short-term rentals invade our neighborhood as a plague of transients with
no regard for the culture of friendship, pace of life, or rules of respect we have
established, thereby destroying the very fabric of our residential community.
Short-term rentals steal available housing away from the locals who rely on living
close to their place of employment. Think about the cafes and all the shops downtown
Lahaina, and there’s no place for these people to live. Short-term rentals shoot the
cost of rents sky high, thus inflating the markets and making Maui even more
unaffordable, Who can afford to pay $1,800 to $4,800 per night to live close to ajob
that pays minimum wage? Realtors say 90 percent of new sales are to newcomers, not
to personally live in but to rent out, making Maui into their personal cash cow now at
the expense of our neighbors. Please protect our neighborhood from this greedy
blight. Do not allow any more short-term rentals or B&Bs within 500 feet of an
existing one. Enforce the laws against illegal rentals and prosecute offenders. Thank
you very much for your time.
CHAIR COUCH:
Members, any questions to the testifier?
Ms. Phieger.

Seeing none, thank you,

MS. PHLEGER: Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Jim Wayne, followed by Jennifer findlay.
MR. WAYNE: Good morning, Chair, Council. Jim Wayne, from the island of Molokai. And I
just wanted to first off say I really appreciate what you guys do. I’ve now been here for
several meetings and it’s quite an effort and I’ve learned a lot about the dynamics, and
I respect the time and effort you guys put into this. I’m just here to remind you about
little Molokai and the amendment to add them, Section 19.65.080 for, along with the
island of Lanai, and I think you’ll be discussing it next on the agenda. Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. Members, any questions to the testifier? I do have one. You
wanted to say that you want to include Molokai in whatever it says for...
MR. WAYNE: Point oh eight oh.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MR. WAYNE: Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. Okay. Next to testify is Jennifer Findlay, followed by Thomas
Croly, And so far Mr. Croly is the last person to sign up to.. .oh, nope, I lied. Thank
you.
MS. FINDLAY: Hello. My name is Jennifer Findlay. I live in Lahaina and I’m speaking to
you today as a Maui resident and a small business owner. My husband and I have a
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business that services vacation rentals, The difficult process of obtaining a permit and
the inability of homeowners that are in good standing to even apply for a permit has
been detrimental to our business. The demand for our work is not needed like it once
was which makes it hard to make ends meet. We aren’t the only local residents that
have been affected by this. A friend of ours that has a house cleaning company lost
three houses in one week, because the homes were no longer able to be rented. At
$500 a house, that’s $1,500 a week, his company is no longer making. We hope and
plan to own a home on Maui someday. We’ve been close a few times but as expensive
as it to live on Maui, I want to know that if I go to the mainland to visit family, I can
legally rent my house out for the time that I’m gone to help cover expenses. I don’t
consider myself a public speaker, I am not the best at getting in front of everyone, but
at this point, I’m desperate. There needs to be a fair, organized, achievable process for
these owners to obtain permits which in turn creates more revenue for local
businesses that are currently struggling. Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. Members, any questions to the testifier? Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes. You mentioned that this particular business lost three
homes in a matter of a week. These homes were located in what area?
MS. FINDLAY: In Lahaina.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: All of them were in Lahaina?
MS. FINDLAY: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: In the West Maui area?
MS. FINDLAY: Uh-huh.

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Over there in the Kaanapali or in actually Lahaina Town?
MS. FINDLAY: They were in Lahaina Town.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Lahaina Town. Okay. Thank you for that clarification.
MS. FINDLAY: Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. Next to testify is Thomas Croly, followed by Arik Salvador.
MR. CROLY: Aloha, Chair. Aloha, Committee. Thomas Croly, on behalf of the Maui
Vacation Rental Association. We are down to just a few more items that need to be
addressed, and I’d like to touch briefly on each of those.
One of those is the
condominium issue that you just heard about, and I sent in testimony and I hope that
you have it on your desk. Explaining that, you know, that this permit is issued to an
individual, it’s issued to a person, it is not issued to a property. It is not an ongoing
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land use right that’s issued to the property, it’s a use that’s given to an individual, in
much the same way that a condominium is the use of a portion of a property to an
individual and the ownership is by an individual So it only makes sense that this
permit be granted by condominium owner unit and not by the entire parcel. And you
heard, already heard testimony about the problems that it causes where you hold your
condo mates responsible for what the others do. The second issue is the 500-foot
rule, and at the last meeting, you had a discussion about the clustering and what
might happen when they get clustered, and in some cases might that be a good thing,
in other cases might we want to avoid it. And you said well, let’s let the Planning
Commission decide that. Well, I want to bring you kind of an update on the Planning
Commission’s decision on that. At their last Tuesday meeting, they considered one of
these and they were terribly conflicted. It was a $6 million house--you guys talked
about it--on the oceanfront where there were five other short-term rentals nearby.
This was a short-term rental area. But because some of the Planning Commissioners
basically don’t like this use, period and they’ve made their personal feelings very clear
on it, they wouldn’t vote for it, So this applicant got deferred for a third time. That is
three times they came to the Planning Commission, three times the Planning
Commission failed to make a decision either to grant or to deny this particular permit.
They looked for direction, they asked for the County Council to give them direction,
they asked for their Corporation Counsel to give them direction. They did not want
the responsibility to try to determine whether this was a good fit or not. The Planning
Commission has reviewed 17 short-term rental permits, because they’ve come to them
because either the 500-foot rule or because of neighborhood opposition. Of those 17,
they granted 7, they denied 7, and 3 are left in never-never land with deferrals. That
means the applicant has to come back a couple months later yet again and again and
again, and it’s just not the way that this should be handled. I believe that it would be
much more effective to get rid of the 500-foot rule and allow people to get permits, and
if those people create problems in their neighborhood as has been discussed or as has
been feared by some folks, then we revoke those permits. But what we already know
is that the folks who have gotten permits have not created problems in their
neighborhood. When they are abiding by this law, that house is, it’s just a beautiful
house in the neighborhood, and the owners of that house typically use it themselves
and become part of the community as well when they’re using it. So this fear that
they turn into some monster when they get a permit, just it’s not founded anywhere. I
see that my time is up. The third issue that we were dealing with of, oh, the five-year
ban issue, well Catherine will tell you more about that. But I do just briefly want to
say on that, that there have been people who were operating before we got the
ordinance through and they continued to operate but they continued to watch what
was going on, could they get a permit. And now
--

CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MR. CROLY: --they’ve kind of, now that enforcement has kicked in, they’ve said okay, now I
want to get a permit and they’ve been told sorry, it’s too late. And I’d like to give them
the opportunity to come in. Thank you.

-
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CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Hang on.
MR. CROLY: Yeah.
CHAIR COUCH: Members, any questions to the testifier? I have a couple. You talked about
the condominium issue. What is the... I mean I asked this of another testifier about
why not if they want to do this, if they want to get a short-term rental home, go
through the subdivision process?
MR. CROLY: Chair, I’m aware of a dozen or so condominium situations and subdivision
would not be an option for them, for example, in the Agricultural District where
two-acre lot is the minimum, it’s almost become a regular practice that people are
building the first and second farm dwelling and then condominiumizing them. You
cannot subdivide that two-acre lot to a smaller lot. So once in the Agricultural
division area, it’s not possible in any way, shape or form. Of the ones that I’m also
aware of like one that you just heard from, the lot is too small to be able to subdivide
and then keep, you know, the dwellings that are there. So it might be a solution for a
very, very small number, but for the vast majority of these, subdivision is really not an
option. And I’d also point out that the subdivision process I think you know, it’s quite
complicated, it’s even more complicated than this. So to start that and say in two or
three years down the road, you might get subdivided and then you could go forward
with a permit just isn’t a reasonable solution for many.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. And you mentioned the 500-foot rule saying that just, you know,
go.. .if they’re within the 500 feet, the people go through the process and get the
permit. And then if there’s some issues, the neighbors complain, then revoke the
permit. That seems a little too loose for, at least for the Chair’s taste. What about
five.. .if there are complaints.. .not complaints, I’m sorry, concerns addressed by the
neighbors when the notice is given out that this person is applying for a short-term
rental home, and if they get complaints or concerns from the neighbors, then they get
sent to the Planning Commission. Is that kind of a compromise?
MR. CROLY: Yeah, I may not have expressed it correctly. When I say the 500-foot rule
because we use the 500 feet for a lot of things, but if neighbors within 500 feet register
complaints, okay, and...
CHAIR COUCH: Prior to the application being approved.

MR. CROLY: At the time of the application.
CHAIR COUCH: Right, okay.
MR. CROLY: That, there are a number of ways that can trigger a Planning Commission
hearing. Then they can go before the Planning Commission and both can argue their
case, and the Planning Commission becomes the arbiter, if you will, in that. I guess
what I was saying was just because there’s another short-term rental within 500 feet,
-
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to then send it to the Planning Commission and ask the Planning Commission to
determine when is one more too many, is a task that the Planning Commission has
been clear, they don’t want.. .they don’t know how to determine that. And they’d like,
you know, that to be taken off of their plate. And I will say one other thing that a
testifier had commented on. She said that there couldn’t be another one within
500 feet, and as, of course for those of us who know the law, we know that that’s not
the case. There can be
--

CHAIR COUCH: Right.
MR. CROLY: --another one within 500 feet, they just have to go to Planning Commission.
But I will say this, I talk to a lot of people who are seeking permits, the most
misunderstood aspect of this ordinance is exactly that. They say well, I understand
that if my neighbor already got one, I can’t get one, and then I have to explain to the
person no, that’s not true, you can go through the process. So that in and of itself has
been a reason that some folks have not come forward to get permits, because they
assumed incorrectly that the law said you can’t get a permit because you’re within 500
foot of somebody who did. And of course once I explain to them that they can, but
then the process leads to the Planning Commission ultimately making the decision
perhaps six months down the road, and that decision based on what has happened so
far, is probably 50/50. At that point, they say I’m not sure I want to apply, and it’s
discouraging compliance in general.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Members, any further questions? One last, sorry. I’m going to give
Members a chance. You talked about 18 applications, was that in the last year?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Seventeen.
MR. CROLY: Ever since

--

CHAIR COUCH: Seventeen.
MR. CROLY: --we have had this short-term rental ordinance

--

CHAIR COUCH: Oh, ever since, okay.
MR. CROLY: --okay, which was two and a half years ago, the Planning Commission has
reviewed both short-term rental permits and the State Special Use Permit.
CHAIR COUCH: Right.
MR. CROLY: They’ve reviewed 37 State special use permits that were enabling a short-term
rental permit, but the short-term rental permit in most of those cases was granted
administratively. So the short-term rental permit itself only comes before them if
there’s another one within 500 feet or there’s a certain amount of neighborhood

-
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opposition. So it’s only been 18 times when that has happened in the entirety of this
ordinance.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. So of those 18, how many of them were Ag?
MR. CROLY: Seven were granted.
CHAIR COUCH: No, how many were Ag?
MR. CROLY: Oh.
CHAIR COUCH: Or is that the...
MR. CROLY: Oh, and now you’re getting into the real specifics. I don’t know, it’s probably
about half of them were Ag, maybe a little less, maybe 40 percent of them were Ag.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. All right. Thank you. Members, any further questions? Seeing
none, thank you, Mr. Croly. Next up to testify is Arik Salvador, followed by Sherry
Boonstra-Barbier,
MR. SALVADOR: Good morning, County Council.
CHAIR COUCH: Can you get closer to or bring the mic up to your...
MR. SALVADOR: Yes.
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah, thank you.
MR. SALVADOR: Good morning, County Council. My name is Arik Salvador and I have
spoken before you before. But I’m standing here to make an impassioned plea to
reconsider this five-year ban. And although I’ve heard the testimony today saying
well, you know, we’ve had a period where we allowed people--I forgot the name, what
you would call that period--to come in, to be honest, I wasn’t aware and I’ve talked to
so many people who were not aware. And when we became aware not through fines or
warnings or anything like that, but when we came aware only through going through
the process, we found that this door was closed to us. Not allowing people an avenue
to become legitimate has created a lot of discourse and dissention I feel in the
community and I feel that because of the people I talk to. I’m not the only person who
has experienced this door being closed on them. I’ve talked to other people who are
not even willing to come up here and speak with you even though I have asked them
to, because they said you know what, we’ve been treated so poorly without any
recourse, without any kind of dialogue that what’s the point. And I don’t feel that
that’s the attitude we want to have in this community. I think we want to have an
attitude of cooperation where if somebody wants to come forward and say hey, you
know what, I’m not aware of an amnesty period, I was not aware of the ordinances,
but I here I am, to actually look at their case, at their file and give them an
-
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opportunity. You know I saw just recently on The Maui News that 48 percent of
properties sold on the neighbor islands were being sold to people off island, all right,
non-residents. I happen to look up how many of the vacation rental licenses were
granted to people who were Maui residents, and even though it was difficult to kind of
crosscheck that on Kivanet, what I found is a good portion are being sold to people off
island, not Maui residents. Now this creates a lot of very interesting things. So now I
can buy a home, because I have no history of renting out my home, I’m going to get a
vacation rental permit, but the person who lives on Maui, whose kids go to school on
Maui, who supports Maui, who supports the State of Hawaii with their taxes cannot
get a vacation rental permit because they have a history, and of course they have a
history. We all know how challenging economically it is to live on Maui. It is no
surprise that when people who are traveling who live on Maui want to rent out their
home, this is a possibility for them. Many of them did not know that they were
breaking the law. When they were warned and they were told to come in like in our
situation, that door was closed. I’m asking you to adjust the ordinances to support
the residents of this community so they can make a living, so they can add to their
incomes. All right. Instead of promoting people coming from off island, buying
vacation homes, and as everybody is complaining, the cost of living, the cost of
property, the cost of everything is just going up on this island. But it’s not going up
because of Maui residents. Maui residents are struggling, so please support them.
With regards to the 500-foot rule, I would request an amendment. You know we put
in our application, we had absolutely no concerns from neighbors, but our application
was shot down anyway prior to that. So it’s natural that vacation rentals are going to
cluster in an area. You can’t tell the Grand Wailea that you can’t get a permit because
the Sheraton is already in Wailea. You can’t say oh nobody’s going to be able to live in
Wailea along the oceanfront because all that property is going to hotels. Of course
that’s the nature of our geography, of our topography, visitors want to come, they want
to be by the ocean so it’s only natural, you know. And if those vacation rentals are
supporting the community, bringing up the value of homes, why not support them?
Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. Members, any questions to the testifier? Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Thank you for... are we on? Oh. Thank you for coming this
morning.
MR. SALVADOR: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Just one,.. a couple questions. You mentioned the TVRs,
vacation rentals as being a source of profession or income or way of living or how to
provide for your families. So do you have a, is that your full-time position?
MR. SALVADOR: Just vacation renting my home? No, no, I work. I work in rehab medicine.
But when we travel, I had explained to the Council before, I have a family member
who’s sick and now we’re traveling actually quite frequently to take care of that family
member. We wanted to be able to supplement our income, we cannot do so. You
-
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know we were not looking at doing a full-time vacation rental from the beginning, so
we never knew should we apply, should we not apply, what should we do. All right.
And we didn’t even know if it would be viable at the time, so we were doing that to
supplement our income. My understanding is that a lot of people who are Maui
residents are using that to supplement their income when they travel. So no, to
answer your question, that is not my full-time occupation.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: When did you... apparently it sounds like you were in the
business of renting out your home and then you stopped at some point?
MR. SALVADOR: Yes. In 2014, we had started to advertise our house as a vacation rental.
We did get some and I’m going to be straightforward, we did not have a permit. This
was on a short-term basis. We got an anonymous message on Airbnb, it wasn’t
addressed to me, it wasn’t addressed to anybody, it just said if you’re advertising,
that’s illegal. So we said okay, stop. We pulled our ad off of Airbnb and I contacted
the Planning Department, said hey, I got this message from you, this is our intention.
They said oh, come on in, we’ll help you fill out a permit application. It took six
months. All right. It took six months of inspections, costs, every.. .if you’ve gone
through the process, you know how intensive it is, how lengthy it is. Two months later
we get... actually they closed our application, they didn’t bother to inform us. I saw it
on Kivanet. I had to call them up to ask them what’s going on. They said oh, we have
evidence that you’ve advertised. I’m like we’ve taken that advertisement off over a year
ago.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I think he’s clearly answered my question.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. All right.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Thank you, Chair.
MR. SALVADOR: Excuse me.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Just one more thing, how long have you been here on Maui
working as a...

MR. SALVADOR: Twenty-plus years.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Twenty-plus years, okay.

MR. SALVADOR: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So when you worked as a rehabilitation professional, there’s
certain certifications you have to go through to get that, correct?
MR. SALVADOR: Correct.

-
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COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah. And you did your background check in order to get
into that type of profession, correct?
MR. SALVADOR: No, I would say that that’s not correct.
So you just went and applied for a job at a hospital or
wherever you’re working as a rehabilitation person without doing any type of
certification, looking into what type of licenses you need, things like that? You know

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN:

it’s.. .I’m sorry, Chair. I find it very difficult when people want to get into a business
without doing the background check on what type of documents, permits that you
would need in order to get into that business.
MR. SALVADOR: Your point is very well taken.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: And in 2012 on the radio almost every day, it basically caused
the previous Mayor, Mayor Tavares to lose an election based off this type of issues. So
it’s hard for me to believe that people are not aware of the rules of which they want to
enter a business into. I apologize, Chair. I just got off...
CHAIR COUCH: I was just about ready., .yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I’m sorry, I apologize.
CHAIR COUCH: Do you have a question for him?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Thank you.
MR. SALVADOR: Well, may I respond to that?
CHAIR COUCH: Well, did you have a question?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: The few questions that I had was already answered. Thank
you.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. I had a question too but I think it was asked by Mr. Guzman as well.
You also talked about the 500-foot rule, right?
MR. SALVADOR: That’s correct.
CHAIR COUCH: You heard some of the questions back and forth. The idea is to be able to
not get a big group together or at least let the neighbors know and also have the
Planning Commission decide whether or not that’s an area that should be clustered.
Just want a two-sentence thought on why you think that should be removed.
MR. SALVADOR: I just think that if none of your neighbors--as you were saying--during the
application process, right, if none of the neighbors who are sent notification that you
-
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are applying have any concerns and they’re all within 500 foot, why automatically
trigger that to the County Council when it seems like theyre not sure about their
direction that they should take?
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Members, any further questions to the testifier? Seeing.. .okay yes,
Ms. Balsa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Just a clarification. Arik, thank you. If that automatic 500 rule
thing kicks in, it goes to Planning Commission, not to County Council.
MR. SALVADOR: Yes, excuse me, to Planning Commission.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Just want to make sure we got this.. .it’s mixed up
MR. SALVADOR: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: --as it is. Thank you.
MR. SALVADOR: Yes, yes.
CHAIR COUCH: And, you know, and Ms. Balsa asking a question triggered something that
she had talked about previously and I want to bring it up. You know you talk about
the 500-foot rule and that neighbors would have to submit concerns. You got... for
people who have born and raised here or have lived here for a very, very long time,
they know or they work on the assumption you just don’t rock the boat, they don’t feel
comfortable complaining about their neighbors. And there is concern that if you don’t,
if there’s no complaints but people still have some concerns because they’ve known it’s
been rowdy or whatever, what the fears are. How do you handle that?
MR. SALVADOR: You know it’s a valid point, and it’s a valid point in our neighborhood
where I think everybody’s friendly and nobody’s really going to get involved in another
neighbor’s business. But, you know, at some point, there has to be a dialogue where
everybody has a chance to speak, and from that point, you know, that’s all we can
offer you is a stage to speak, whether it’s by letter, right, whether it’s to come to the
Commission meeting. Much more than that, what can you do, you know?

CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
MR. SALVADOR: But I think your point is a valid point.
CHAIR COUCH:
Okay.
Mr. Salvador.

Members, any further questions?

Seeing none, thank you,

MR. SALVADOR: Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Next up is Sherry Boonstra-Barbier, followed by Todd Erickson.
-
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MS. BOONSTRA-BARBIER: Good morning. I’m Sherry Boonstra-Barbier. And I wanted to
respond to Nansy Phieger. I also live in Shark Pit...
CHAIR COUCH: Ms. Barbier, you address the Council and don’t address members

--

MS. BOONSTRA-BARBIER: Okay.
CHAIR COUCH: --of the public

--

MS. BOONSTRA-BARBIER: Okay.

CHAIR COUCH: --by their name. Thank you.
MS. BOONSTRA-BARBIER: Okay. I live in Shark Pit. I also have a bed and breakfast there.
My neighbors are long-term residents and I would love to invite her to my backyard
and see the difference, it is major, I know there’s other bed and breakfasts and
vacation rentals in my neighborhood, but I don’t know of any sound I have ever heard
from one of them. All of the problems come from the long-term people who as we were
just speaking about, they have no regulations, they have nothing that they have to be
hold accountable. But you’re asking well, what if a vacation rental has people making
noise? Yes, you have a chance to do something about it, but these long-term people,
there’s theft at my house and it’s not from the vacation rental people. That is the
biggest issue in our neighborhoods are these people that are renting out multiple
illegal bedrooms and multiple kitchens, and we’re being held accountable and we
bring people that bring dollars to our island. And these are reputable families as the
photographer mentioned. These are people that just want to have good family values
and a family vacation, they don’t want to be sitting next to the pool at the Hyatt, they
want a different experience. And that’s what we’re about, we’re about representing a
wonderful island where we can show the world what peace... and, you know, the world
comes to my home. I have peace in my home. We have people that come from all over
the world and we get along. This is how we can promote this sort of thing. So I would
like to invite anyone to my backyard to hear the difference between my next door
neighbor and my home. I even comment to my guests, it’s like wow, isn’t this crazy,
they want to put me out of business but listen to this. That’s all I have to say.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. Members, any questions to the testifier? Seeing none, thank
you, Ms. Barbier.
MS. BOONSTRA-BARBIER: Actually I have one more comment regarding the last gentleman.
CHAIR COUCH: Well, were you done with your testimony?
MS. BOONSTRA-BARBIER: Can I just make one more comment for Mr. Guzman?

-
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CHAIR COUCH: What were you doing on.. .nah, I think we’re okay. We.. .you had concluded
your testimony.
MS. BOONSTRA-BARBIER: Okay.
CHAIR COUCH: Sorry.
MS. BOONSTRA-BARBIER: Okay, no problem.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. Todd Erickson, and Mr. Erickson is not the last person to sign
up to testify but I don’t have the slip yet. I saw one come in so Ill call the next person.
I do? Oh, here it is. Yeah, sorry. Followed by Larry Shapiro.
MR. ERICKSON: Hi there. My name is Todd Erickson and I am not an American and I’m not
a local. I am a person who is from Vancouver, Canada, and I bought a home here to
spend time. Worked a long time, took a lot of risks to do that. And I just wanted to
speak towards the general market. And I think what’s happening here with the
Council as good as their intentions are, are handicapping future local generations
from owning real estate in this area. Having come from Vancouver now where an
average teardown bungalow on a 33-foot lot costs over $2 million thanks to foreign
investment, as well intended as you are, a small Council like yourselves is not going to
start international investment, the cat’s out of the bag. People know Maui is a nice
place to invest. And now what’s happened in Vancouver and other places like that,
San Francisco, LA where real estate is sought after and valued, the only way for local
people to own that real estate is to have little side rental businesses going on either in
their ohanas or with their home when they travel. And that’s the only way they get by.
And as well intended as I think your rules are, I think anything that frees it up and
allows people to own real estate will end up being a benefit, especially to the local
people here. And we’ve seen that again and again in Vancouver. San Francisco has
recently had rulings that overturned that because the people who live there can no
longer afford to live there, and the only way they can and their future generations can
is by having these kind of side businesses that allow them to afford the real estate
there, Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Members, any questions to the testifier? Seeing none, thank you,
Mr. Erickson. Last person to sign up to testify is Larry Shapiro, and then we’ll go to
the District Offices.
MR. SHAPIRO: Good morning, Members. Larry Shapiro. Thank you for the opportunity to
testify again. As you know, I’ve testified several times before in favor of raising the
Maui Meadows’ short-term rental cap, but I think you’ve heard enough from me about
that already. I think I made my points clear. I just wanted to second the comment
that I thought was really quite cogent that Tom Croly just made, and that has to do
with the 500-foot limit and referral to, automatic referral to the Planning Commission
if there’s already an existing rental. It seems from what Tom is saying that the
idea... one problem the Planning Commission seems to be having which I can’t speak
-
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for them but it sounds from the way that Mr. Croly described it is their inability to
have a legal standard upon which to decide whether or not an additional unit in a
500-foot radius is appropriate. And if in fact the law was changed to say that if there’s
complaints, the Commission could decide whether or not those complaints were valid,
which gives them a basis for taking action, deciding one way or the other. So to that
extent, I do believe that it would be appropriate to change the law to say that if there
are complaints the Planning Commission decides or decides whether or not those
complaints are valid. And I do respect the issue of people not wanting to raise a
complaint, but I do think that by providing a forum that people at least have an
opportunity to express a concern if they have one. The other thing I just want to
mention quickly is that there are some other jurisdictions that have enacted law
similar to ours but they don’t have the 500-foot rule, and I think their reasoning is
that there’s nothing really.,. if someone like me has not been in operation, I don’t run a
short-term vacation rental, but people would, if they were to complain they would be
complaining maybe on a philosophical or emotional basis, not based on complaints
about an operation that I’ve had because I haven’t been in operation. They might
complain about neighbors, their,.. old complaints, raising old issues and old gripes
about views or dogs or pets or something like that. So I do think it would be valuable
to create a basis for the Planning Commission to make a factual decision if you were to
change the law to say that the regulations required referral to Planning Commission
only if there were complaints from neighbors. Thank you very much.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Shapiro. Members, any questions to the testifier? I have a
couple on that.
So they kind of do have that, the reason why we put that
500-foot... and I’m going back now, trying to remember but I’m pretty sure I remember
this. The reason we put the 500-foot restriction on there is to protect the character of
the neighborhood, and that’s at the beginning of this ordinance says this whole
ordinance is help protect the character of the neighborhood. Now if you come in and
say well, you don’t have to, you know, if there’s couple within 500 feet and you don’t
have to have the, somebody oversee and say yeah, that’s okay with the character of
the neighborhood versus no, it’s ruining the character of the neighborhood, that was
the concern. What, how would we get. if we were to eliminate the 500-foot rule
automatically going to the Planning Commission, how would we protect the character
of the neighborhood which is what this ordinance is about?
. .

.

MR. SHAPIRO: I think that if there were complaints from neighbors, I think the neighbors
would ideally be talking about well the nature of the existing short-term rental, if there
are issues with the existing short-term rental, and pointing out... I mean I know this is
what I would do I guess if I was upset about it, I would say well, there’s an existing
one. There are problems, for example if they were complaining, How close this one
was to it, how close it was in proximity to their home? Why, you know, factually they
believe that there would be an impact on them? So I think there would be an
opportunity for them to objectively state what the impact would be of another rental
within 500 feet which to them would change the character of the neighborhood which
would give the Planning Commission a factual basis and really a more objective basis
upon which to make a decision.
-
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CHAIR COUCH: Okay. All right. Thank you. You had mentioned the Maui Meadows cap.
MR. SHAPIRO: Yes.
CHAIR COUCH: Is there a number that would you like to see?
MR. SHAPIRO: I think that it would be reasonable.. .the existing five was set at a time before
there was any history. We now have some history and we have some experience with
it. I know that really for licensed rentals there have not been issues. I would say if we
were able to adjust that very small, really minor cap of 5 to another 5 so a total of 10
to a total of 15. Adding 5 or 10 more I think would be appropriate for us to meet the
existing needs and interests of many of the homeowners who are interested in doing
this. And as you know, I live in Maui, this is not a rental that’s going to be taken out
of long-term rental into short-term rental. Into short-term rental, it’s when we want to
travel that we want to rent it out. So I think if we were able to raise it from 5 to 10 or
15 would be appropriate, I’m not in favor of removing the cap in any way, I’m in favor
of restrictions, and to answer your question, I think a total of 5 more or 10 more
would be appropriate.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Thank you. Members, any questions? Thank you, Mr. Shapiro.
MR. SHAPIRO: Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: We’re going to go to the Hana District Office. Are you there?
MS. LONO: Good morning, Chair. This is Dawn Lono at the Hana Office, and there is no one
waiting to testify.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. Molokai District Office?
MS. ALCON: Good morning, Chair. This is Ella Alcon on Molokai, and there is no one here
waiting to testify.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. And Lanai District Office?
MS. FERNANDEZ: Good morning, Chair. This is Denise Fernandez on Lanai, and there is no
one waiting to testify.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you, ladies. I believe we have one more testifier here so just hang in
there. If you have a testifier that comes in, please give us an e-mail or whatever,
otherwise... or speak up when we get ready to close testimony. I see another slip
coming in and somebody standing there so come on up and identify yourself. And
anybody else who wants to testify, please come up; otherwise, w&re going to close
testimony right away. Thank you. It’s Catherine Clark.
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MS. CLARK: Aloha, Committee Members. My name is Catherine Clark. I’m a board member
of the Maui Vacation Rental Association. So I listened to the testimony at the last
meeting and this meeting as well, and although I feel that I have been close to this
entire process, I was shocked to hear that an applicant can start into the process,
spend considerable money to do so, and then be told sorry, you’re banned. In this
Chamber, there’s frequent talk about what’s fair, and I ask you is this fair? But I also
wanted to read a section of the current ordinance. This is referring to the annual list
of unpermitted operators that have Internet advertisements or an RFS, in other words,
From Section
exactly the group that is being subjected to the five-year ban.
19.65.080, Item G, Enforcement. The Department shall notify listed operations of the
need for a Short-Term Rental Home Permit, and information on how to obtain one.
Upon submitting an application, applicants with operations listed by the Department
shall submit evidence of General Excise Tax and Transient Accommodation Tax
payments for the prior year. This contradicts Item D in the same section that
indicates if you’re operating, you ‘II be banned. With this conflict within the ordinance,
how is an applicant to know if they should apply or not? On one hand, it says you’re
banned. On the other hand, it says annually we’re going to create this list and invite
people in to apply. And on a personal level, I no longer have a stake in any of the
changes. All of the properties that I work with applied in 2012 and have permits. As
each new permit is issued, it’s just more competition, so I often wonder why am I still
here? And I think it’s because I’ve been here since the beginning and I really want to
see it through to the end. But where is the end? And I feel it’s where all operators are
permitted, And if an owner wants to short-term rent and their cap in their area has
not been met, they have a reasonable path to a permit. So my question to you today is
do you see the end in the same way that I do? If so, what can be done to remove some
of the stumbling blocks? Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you, Ms. Clark. Members, any questions to the testifier? Thank you
for that. I noticed the, basically conflicting ordinance language so we’re going to have
to look at that. Do you have a... you know you were here when we went through this
whole thing and proposed the five-year ban and the reason why we proposed the
five-year ban. Do you have some sort of solution that might still keep the, pretty
much the hammer saying, you know, you gotta apply and you gotta apply without
having operated as well as allowing those that either didn’t hear it or
--

MS. CLARK: I think...
CHAIR COUCH: --for whatever reason didn’t come in?
MS. CLARK: I think it’s really easy for those of us in the industry to go how could they not
know about this, but it’s not in the paper that frequently. The gentleman that wanted
to start in 2014, where in the world would he have heard of this? He wouldn’t have.
And so some of these people are being caught up in this ban. I think with no
enforcement up until really late last year, early this year, people honestly weren’t
aware. And it’s only when enforcement started, that they became more aware of the
situation. So am I in favor of an amnesty? Part of me says no, they had a chance, but
-
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yet the other part of me says we really have this bigger goal of a fully legal industry. I
honestly believe we’re getting there. I mean we’ve made so much progress this year
with people becoming aware that they needed to get a permit, with enforcement
happening, with a lot of the smaller units actually being enforced upon and converting
to long-term rental But as many of the people testified today, you also need to think
about the small person who operates a business dependent on this industry, and
there’s a give and take to be had. So I would suggest one more open period, but there
needs to be a way to let everybody know that this is it. I mean if you come in during
this period, well allow you and if not, then we’re finished. That’s all I can really
suggest.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. And I know you heard Mr. Guzman’s comments and

--

MS. CLARK: I did.

CHAIR COUCH: --I kind of tend to agree with him is that if you’re going to do some sort of
business that you need to look into what the requirements are.
MS. CLARK: But people don’t look at this as a business. If you were to start a long-term
rental, would you call the County and say do I need to get a permit to do a long-term
rental? People don’t understand that just the fact that you’re sleeping in a bed for less
than 180 days is this demanding process in compared to the six-month rental. They
honestly don’t get that.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Members, any questions to the testifier? Ms. Balsa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you, Chair. You know Ms. Clark brings up a very salient
point and that’s this thing about just because you’re sleeping in the bed less than
180 days means that you’re subject to short-term rental. You know a lot of the people
that I interact with say oh, I’m going to go away on vacation and they put it on
Facebook, I’m going to look for somebody to come and babysit my house. What is
that? That’s a short-term rental but nobody thinks about that. And, or there’re house
exchanges where, you know, I exchange with you, you come stay at mine, I stay in
yours in a different country or whatever. And we don’t look at that. So it’s, the more
we look at this, the more complicated it gets. It’s just amazing how it goes.

CHAIR COUCH: Hence the length of time it’s taking us.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Right. And, you know, I hear what you’re saying and I too would
like to see the end of it because I was here at the beginning. But I want to thank you
for staying with us and for all you’ve contributed.
MS. CLARK: And thank you too, Gladys.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: It’s wonderful to have folks like you that come and, you know,
offer testimony each time. I really appreciate that.
-
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MS. CLARK: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR COUCH: Member., .Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. And I would like to also say that in many cases
the communication that we have out there, newspaper, radio, and all that is not very
effective. And no offense to the Department, no offense to anyone, social media
probably is more effective but that’s a hit and miss also. So I can appreciate what
Catherine is saying that there’s one side of her and I appreciate you telling me that
you could be selfish and say hey, forget it and walk away and let them fend for
themselves. So I appreciate that. But she’s also saying there are times that I know I
didn’t know or others did not know what was going on, Mr. Chair. So maybe a well
publicized, one more amnesty period may be an answer to all of these questions. I
mean now this has been televised and that this has been discussed and hopefully now
with social media and all the other means the Department uses, blog and the
webpage, this time if you don’t get the message, I don’t know what rock you sleep
under; however, it is what it is. So that would be along with what Ms. Balsa is saying,
I agree that this has been a long, drawn-out process and this impacts people. I’m for
long-term rentals because it impacts the working people, the people that need to live
here, work here each and every day. However, there may be room like Ms. Baisa said,
people babysit houses, maybe people exchange, you know, like she’s going to Mexico
so maybe somebody from Mexico is going to stay at her house. I know it’s not but, you
know. I mean, you know, so...
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: They’d like to.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: They’d like to, right, you know. No really, we’re joking
about it but really it’s a serious matter, and if we finish this up, I agree to a point with
Mr. Guzman also that how did you not know? But I can tell you, as well informed as I
think I am, there are times things get right by me, same thing with you, Mr. Chair.
You and I have discussed this. So I want to get some reasonable way of finishing this
up, because I don’t want to be here next year all year waiting to get this done.
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah. Neither do I.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You know I think we appreciate your efforts, Mr. Chair, and
I think the Committee appreciates it, but let’s look at really a couple of tweaks and
saying, you know, hey, you got one more time. The five year, I was here with that
discussion, I understood what that meant, but maybe that’s a little too onerous,
maybe three years. But I don’t know what is good, you know. But I remember the
discussion that somebody doesn’t come in and build a house and turn around and
-
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make it a vacation rental rent. I agree with that wholeheartedly. However, maybe five
years is tough. And then the ban, I mean you and I both know you put things on the
Internet, try pulling ‘em off, they’re not always that easy. And so I don’t know, just
maybe some common sense, I’m not sure where I’m going with this. But I’ve listened
and listened and listened, and I’m almost tired, I wanna say
--

CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --let’s go home already ‘cause I’m tired of listening. But we
want to resolve this matter, so, Mr. Chair, I leave it in your wise hands.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. Ms. Balsa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Chair, maybe we can let.. .1 don’t know, are you done with
Ms. Clark ‘cause I don’t have a question for her but I have a comment.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Okay. What I wanted to say was, you know, following up on
what Mr. Victorino was saying and this thing about notification, You know yesterday
we had a Water Resources Committee meeting and we talked about “Show me the
Water.” It came in The Maui News, we had it on Facebook and Twitter, we had it on
the radio, we had it everywhere that social media people go. Our Communication
Director did I thought an outstanding job of having everybody know about it. She
even came up with a cartoon. And yet we still yesterday had a lot of people mention
that they had had no notice and didn’t know anything about it. In fact, I was at an
event last night and several people told me that. So, you know, just because we’re in
the middle of this milieu where we’re talking about this, this is our life, it’s what we’re
obsessed with, the public isn’t, and a lot of people don’t read the paper, don’t
subscribe to the paper. Look at the subscribership there, I understand it’s very low.
Not everybody’s a news junky, not everybody watches Akaku. So, you know, this
notification is an issue. I don’t think it is to those of us that are more involved but it
is to other people.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Members, any further questions? Thank you, Ms. Clark. And I don’t
see anybody else running down to testify. Going once, going twice. All right. With
that, Members, I haven’t heard back from the District Offices either, so without
objection, well close public testimony.
COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay, public testimony is closed.
•

•

END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY.
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CHAIR COUCH: And with that, well take our morning break and then well get right
into.. .let’s be gone until 10:25 and then we’ll get right in. So this meeting is in recess.
(gavel)...
RECESS:

10:14 a.m.

RECONVENE:

10:26 a.m.

CHAIR COUCH:
.(gavet)... Planning Committee meeting of December 3, 2015 please
come back to order. All right. Members, we’re on PC- 10 which is short-term rental
homes as we well know. Pursuant to Section 16, Ordinance 3941 which established a
permitting process for short-term rental homes, the Department of Planning is
required to conduct a review of Chapter 19.65, Maui County Code, two years after its
enactment and transmit a report with comments, recommendations, and proposed
amendments to the Planning Commissions for review and transmittal to the Council.
Chapter 19.65 was enacted on May 23, 2012. The Committee has met seven times so
far, once last term and six times this term to discuss the Department’s proposed
amendments, So following our November 5, 2015 meeting, a request for legal services
forwarded and a copy of a revised proposed bill was sent to the Department of
Corporation Counsel for a review. We haven’t gotten a response yet but it’s out there
for review from everything that’s been changed. We also received a matrix updated by
Ms. Flammer reflecting the Committee’s revisions to date. The matrix also includes
three amendments proposed by the Planning Department for our discussion today.
We’re going to be working from that matrix today. We have also received a handout
from the Planning Department of the three proposed amendments. Following our
November 19th meeting a handout by the Planning Department of an additional
amendment adding STRH as an accessory use in the Ag District with an approved
farm plan and providing consistency with HRS Chapter 205. We approved that last
meeting. So we also got and I guess it’s been put in your binders, somebody requested
a while back a map of every short-term rental home, and so we’ve got that down, fairly
good detail. So you’ve got that, that’s what those maps are in the back. You should
also have a CD, I’m not sure. But there is a list and it shows exactly where everything
is so far, every permitted one. Okay. We are going to be working off the matrix. We
were on Page 7 of the matrix, discussing a few things, the first part in the green
section here. Everybody have your matrix?
.

.

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: No.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Grab your matrix.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I don’t know where it went. It was here last week.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: I can’t find it.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: It was here.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: It was here.
CHAIR COUCH: It should be in the back of the binder.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Back of the binder. I have a lot of binders. Okay, hang on.
CHAIR COUCH: All right. Give you about a two-minute recess for us to find it.
RECESS:

10:27 a.m

RECONVENE:

10:29 a.m.

.

.

.

(gavel)...

CHAIR COUCH:
.(gavel)... Will the Planning Committee meeting of December 3, 2015
please come back to order. Okay, Members, now that we’ve all found our little matrix,
we’re on Page 5.
.

.

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Page 5.
CHAIR COUCH: Seven, sorry, seven.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Page 7, okay.
CHAIR COUCH: With the green section, We deferred the 500-foot portion but we did confirm
the street clarification, what defines a street and, you know, the lot, the abutting lot,
et cetera, the access to the property. Want to go down. you know let’s go and talk
about minimum ownership criteria which is the last item on the Page 7. Gina, do you
want go with us on that?
. .

MS. FLAMMER: Sure. Okay. Thank you. The Department in this amendment here, there’s
a number of different things that’s we’re adding, but the first thing is we’ve put in a
minimum percent interest that the applicant must hold. We took the 25 percent
because that’s what for the trust is required, 25 percent. It can really be any number
that you decide you’re comfortable with but we would like to have something in the
law. We could talk about that first maybe and then kind of move on to the other one?
CHAIR COUCH: Sure. I do know we did talk about it a little bit last time and we, possibly if
it’s an LLP, 50, it has to be greater than 50 percent of the owners have to agree kind of
thing so that not one 20-percent owner can determine. So I think we talked about
that a little bit. Okay. Go ahead. Well, that and I mean is that enough for you guys
to say, you know, if it’s greater than 50 percent of the listed owners we’re good? It
doesn’t matter what percentage is in there.
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MS. McLEAN: Thank you, Chair. We’re talking about two different things. One is if there
are multiple owners of a parcel, so Mr. Carroll and Ms. Balsa are co-owners of a parcel
versus the parcel being owned by one entity, Carroll-Balsa, LLC and their, each of
them own a different percentage interest in that entity. So this is when it’s owned by
one entity and we’re talking about the makeup of that entity which is different than if
a parcel has multiple owners.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MS. McLEAN: And so in this case when it’s a single entity that owns it, the applicant who
becomes the permit holder, the natural person has to be at least a 25-percent owner of
that entity. So it’s up to the structure of that entity how they agree to move forward,
and they pick one person, you’re a 25, you’re at least a 25-percent interest holder in
this, you know, the permit’s going to be in your name.
CHAIR COUCH: I’ll be looking to our Corporation Counsel and our person who knows the
law a little bit more than most. So my concern on that is that that one person. or is
that something... that one person can say I’m 25-percent owner and I can apply for
this but 75 percent of the rest of the corporation doesn’t like it, but too bad, I’m 25
percent and I’m going to do it. Is that something that we don’t need to worry about,
that’s just a legal thing with them and... or how would that work? Ms. Thomson?
.

.

MS. THOMSON: Thank you, Chair. It would likely be an issue that would be resolved civilly
between the shareholders of a corporation or the partners if one of the partners is
doing, taking actions that are contrary to the partnership’s interest. Then that would
be a private right of enforcement.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MS. THOMSON: As far as setting the percentage, it, you know, it’s really what is the goal
here, and I think that the goal is to have a natural person that the Department can
look to for problems with the permit or things like that. So if that’s the reason for the
percentage.. .it’s fairly arbitrary though, you know, what number you want to pick, 25,
50 percent, et cetera. The only caveat to that is for trustees, they don’t actually have
any type of ownership interest, they have a legal... they’re basically like a director, you
know, so that’s the only one that we’d want to make sure that the language is clear.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. And I think we put this in, Members, a while back because there was
a situation where somebody gave 1 percent of a piece of property to somebody who
wasn’t a member of the family and made them the applicant. And that’s I think why
we put the 25 percent in. But since then, we’ve changed it so or we’ve added that
there is an LLP, they can be an LLP, so to me it doesn’t matter what percentage of that
LLP matters because that’s a civil, like Ms. Thomson said, that’s a civil matter. It’s
just that there has to be either in a trust or an LLP, somebody who is designated as
the person. Personally I don’t care what the percentage is because this goes into the
whole if you’ve got this LLP that’s got 5 members of a family, each has an equal
-
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amount which is 20 percent, they can’t, you know, they can’t get an application.
Ms. Flammer?
MS. FLAMMER: I just want to clarify that for the trust and the LLCs when we originally
passed the bill, 25 percent is the number that was used; however, we did not attach a
number to individual fee, simple fee ownership owners.
CHAIR COUCH: Right.
MS. FLAMMER:
.(inaudible).,. And so that’s what we’re asking for is for when it’s owned
in a person’s name that that person that’s applying has a minimum percentage.
.

.

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yeah. Chair?
CHAIR COUCH: Not in the LLP?
MS. FLAMMER: Do you see the difference? We already have the, it’s already 25 percent and
we’ve already accepted it for LLPs. We can revisit it but it’s already in the law
25 percent for LLP. Trusts don’t have a percentage because of what we talked about,
but for the LLPs, for the corporation, the corporate shareholders, 25 is what this body
came up with when the original bill was passed.
CHAIR COUCH: Right.
MS. FLAMMER: We didn’t think at the time to apply it to fee ownership

--

CHAIR COUCH: Gotcha,
MS. FLAMMER: --and it’s not until we were in, that we started seeing very, very small
percentages rarely but it still would come up, or we’d be asked those questions.

CHAIR COUCH: Okay. So that’s two separate issues then. Let’s go with the LLP. I’m fine
with taking out the 25 percent, and if, whoever from the LLP is assigned to be the
person, that’s the person. It’s up to the LLP to determine their percentage or
whatever. Members, what are your thoughts on that?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: On... I’m sorry.
CHAIR COUCH: Mr. Guzman and then Ms. Balsa.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Sorry. Did she want to go?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Go ahead, it’s okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER OUZMAN: On a limited liability partnership, it’s, you’re actually looking
at two separate entities or two separate individuals in terms of the liability. So if
you..
CHAIR COUCH: Only two or can you

--

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah.
CHAIR COUCH: --have five?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Or I mean you can have multiple.
CHAIR COUCH: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Right. So it’s, so a lot of the law firms are limited liability
partnerships, so if I do something wrong then it’s all on me, not on the other partners.
So there is, it’s almost like Chinese walls
--

CHAIR COUCH: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --between each of us, but yet we’re limited in liability to
certain things that are agreed upon in the partnership. So if we’re talking about
ownership of a, of the property...
CHAIR COUCH: Well like she said, they are two separate things.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Right.
CHAIR COUCH: So let’s go with the LLP side first. We have a 25, one person must be
25 percent owner of the LLP, I’m saying I think we need to get rid of that, because a
lot these families, they’re not in trusts, some of them are in LLPs, and if there’s a
5-member family there’s no 25 percent owner and therefore they wouldn’t be able to
get...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah. No, I understand where you’re going. I guess my
question to the Department is can they refresh my memory as to why it has to be a
natural person that applies to the application.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Why can’t it be the company, the LLC or the family trust?
And if youre looking for immediate, you know, immediate response or immediate
liability, have a personal guarantee on it signed on, you know, as the person that, a
natural person that’s going to take responsibility if and when or it so happens the
corporation or the family trust doesn’t stand up and take responsibility, but anyways.
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MS. FLAMMER: No, that’s a great question. We talked about it quite a bit a number of years
ago. The reason I remember the most is we talked about the Maalaea Boat Harbors
and how those slips never became available because you could transfer the ownership
of it. You would just sell your corporation to the person buying it, and then there’s no
way to track, And there was a desire by this body to not make those permits
transferrable, because when you make you them transferrable, the value of the
property increases.
So it was for accountability as well as keeping it non
transferrable.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: But could... I’m sorry. Chair?
CHAIR COUCH: Go ahead,
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Just a follow-up on that is couldn’t you just have that within
the provisions of the Code that says it’s non-transferrable?
MS. McLEAN: The permit would remain in the name of the entity.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Right.
MS. McLEAN: And so...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Or selling.. .you’re talking about the LLC selling the
MS. McLEAN: Well

--

--

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --their company and...
MS. McLEAN: --you know, you have an LLC and you get a permit in the name of the LLC
and then you sell the LLC to someone else and the permit goes along with it.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: But you can actually draft language to prevent any type of
transfer regardless of sale of the company.
MS. McLEAN: I would defer to Richelle on that.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: You know if the company sells to another ownership, then
that’s a trigger to revoke the permit. I’m just, I’m trying to get at, okay, if you limit it
to a natural person, the assets that you want to get at if ever you want to sue that
person is only limited to that person, person’s personal assets. You’re not looking at
the entire company, the big pockets, if ever the County has to sue. So I don’t know,
you might want to go with exec session. I don’t know.
CHAIR COUCH: First the Director and then Ms. Thomson.
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MS. McLEAN: Another reason that we were looking for it to be in the name of a natural
person...
CHAIR COUCH: Ms. McLean, a little closer to the mic. Thanks.
MS. McLEAN: Another reason that we were looking for it to be in the name of a natural
person is because each permit holder may only hold one permit. And if it were in the
name of an entity, then we could say okay, well that entity can only own one permit,
but then you create another entity, and another one and another one, all with the
same owners or with similar owners, and that becomes difficult for us to track with
the intent being that just one person should be allowed to have only one permit.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I’m not quite following.
CHAIR COUCH: And miss.. .let...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So...
MS. THOMSON: That was the same comment I was going to make,
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN:
saying? I’m not...

So your intent is to be able to track?

Is that what you’re

MS. McLEAN: Be able to track and also to ensure that a permit holder can only hold one
permit at a time. And so if you and three others form an LLC called ABC Company
and you get a permit in the name of ABC Company and then you go and form another
company called XYZ, then you could get a permit in the name of that entity. You’re
two different entities each with your own permit but you’re the same people, and it
was Council’s intent to only allow
--

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: One permit per

--

MS. McLEAN: --you guys to have one permit.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --person?
CHAIR COUCH: Correct.
MS. McLEAN: And so it’s a person, not the entity because you can create an LLC, you can
create multiple LLCs.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. Just kind of...
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CHAIR COUCH: Yeah, that’s what we’re trying to avoid, otherwise a hui can get together and
make multiple LLCs and, you know, take up all the 400 permits that are out there if
they wanted to just by creating different companies.
Ms. Balsa, you had a
comment/question?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: It pretty much was discussed but I, Ms. McLean remembers
exactly what we were trying to do. We said one permit per person, that’s it, we don’t
want people snapping them up with different names. And also they’re not transfer,
they were not to be transferrable.
CHAIR COUCH: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: So that was clear from the very, very beginning.
CHAIR COUCH: So how do you... and I know, I remember and I’m kind of channeling
Mr. White on this one, I remember there is the thought that there’s a 10-member
family or a, you know, whatever, you’re going to.. .if we say they have to be 25 percent
then they, then one person’s going to get 25 percent and all the other 9 are going to
get what’s left. Versus ten percent or I don’t know, how do you propose to handle that
one?

MS. FLAMMER: They...
CHAIR COUCH: Whoever.
MS. FLAMMER: Okay. They still have the option to do a trust. As we discussed, the trusts
don’t, as a trustee you don’t have a minimum ownership you can have multiple
trustees that.. .families can do that. The problem is when it’s in an LLC or an LLP or a
corporation, that’s where we were looking for a minimum.

CHAIR COUCH: Then I guess and is there an advantage to a trust versus an LLP, and if it’s
a family LLP, they should make it a trust? I don’t know. Does anybody,,.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: That’s estate planning.
MS. FLAMMER: LLPs are typically set up for professionals, not so much families. So when I
see them come in, it’s usually it’s an LLP that’s already established for a professional
and they just choose to use that entity as the ownership entity as opposed to doing a
new one. When I see families come in, I typically see them come in as trusts.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Miss...
MS. McLEAN: Chair, if I may? I’m going to read excerpts of the amendment that relate just
to family trusts
--

CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
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MS. McLEAN: --‘cause it’s a very long section. This is on Page 8 of the matrix in the green.
It’s 19.65.030-G, and again, I’m just going to read the excerpts that relate to trusts.
The Short-Term Rental Home Permit shall be issued in the name of an applicant who
shall be a natural person or persons and holding a minimum of 25 percent interest
legal title to the lot; except that, a permit may be issued for a lot owned by a family
trust--I’m going to jump ahead--if the following criteria are met: The applicant shall
be a natural person who is the trustee of the family trust.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MS. McLEAN: I’m going to jump ahead, The corporation, limited liability partner or LLC
shall not be publicly traded; and all of the trustees, partners... shall be natural
persons, and if there is more than one partner, they shall be related by blood,
adoption, marriage, or civil union. Family trust members and beneficiaries shall be
related by blood, adoption, marriage, or civil union. So the 25 percent doesn’t apply to
family trusts, the applicant has to be a trustee and all of the trustees and partners
shall be family members.
CHAIR COUCH: So you’re basically saying if they want, if it’s a big family, do it in a trust

--

MS. McLEAN: Right.
CHAIR COUCH: --and be over. Because the members of the LLP have to be all members of
the same family anyway, right?
MS. McLEAN: I don’t know about the composition of an LLP.
CHAIR COUCH: Well no, in here, it’s in the law you just read that...
MS. McLEAN: For a family trust.
CHAIR COUCH: Oh, I thought it was for the LLP as member as well. Yes.
MS. McLEAN: Yes. Yes, yes. I’m sorry, yes.
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah. So all right, I’m fine with the 25 percent. If it’s a bigger family then
go for the family trust. Members, what do you think? Ms. Balsa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: So then that allows...
CHAIR COUCH: You.. .we can’t...
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:
That allows a minority
Twenty-five percent is a minority depending on...
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CHAIR COUCH: But that’s up to the LLP. If they’re going to do it as an LLP, that’s, as
Ms. Thomson said, that’s a civil matter between the members of the LLP. That’s not
something that the Council or the County should be involved in.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Or maybe we care.
CHAIR COUCH: Again...
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: I mean it would seem to me that if our family is going to decide
to do some short-term rental or do something with our property, I certainly would
want to know what my sister is doing and I don’t know if I want to let her go with 25
percent.
CHAIR COUCH: But then that should be the family trust portion.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yeah. I...
CHAIR COUCH: You should go into a family trust, that’s what...
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:
complicated

I understand what you’re doing.

This, again, here we go,

--

CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: --25, SOs

--

CHAIR COUCH: Yeah, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: --20s. You know to me the bigger problem here is not so much
this as it is all the other issues we’re dealing with. Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Department, how about... or Corporation Counsel, how about if the,
there can be multiple applicants that total at least 25 percent or no? Is that
something that works?
MS. THOMSON: I can take a stab at that, So l9.65.030-G, the first section of it right now
before the underlined addition, says in the name of the applicant, who is a natural
person or persons. So to me that would mean that the combination of either 1 person
or more than 1 person has to own 25 percent, and as written, the applicant could be
more than 1 person.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. So then that takes care of it then.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: It should, right?
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CHAIR COUCH: Okay. And by the way on that 19,65.030-Q where it says shall be a natural
person or persons, I believe you wanted to cross out “and hold” and replace it with
“holding a minimum of,” is that correct?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yes.
CHAIR COUCH:
So we’re missing some strikethrough on “and hold.”
Ms. Thomson?

Okay.

Yes,

MS. THOMSON: Thank you. Just on that same section down at the bottom, No. 3. So the
way that I read No, 3, so all of the trustees, partners, shareholders, et cetera shall be
related by blood, adoption, marriage, or civil union. I don’t know if that’s the intent, if
the intent is to restrict these types of applications only to those multiple-owner
situations that have blood or marriage ties. Or if you’re trying to also open this up to
as in No. 2, corporation, limited... LLP or LLC shall not be publicly traded. So you’re
trying to, it looks like you’re trying to limit it to closely-held entity and trusts that are
made up either, you know, individual revocable living trusts or a family-type trust...
CHAIR COUCH: That is correct.
MS. THOMSON: Okay.
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
MS. THOMSON: So I think that we should take out the references to partners, corporate
shareholders, or all of the LLC members. You know what I mean? Right now, it’s
you’re limiting all those entities to family-type situations.
CHAIR COUCH: Right. So where are you talking about partner?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Three, No. 3 I think she’s referring to.
CHAIR COUCH: I know but there’s.. .1 think three is exactly what we’re looking for. All the
trustees, partners... all of the trustees, partners...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Corporation’s shareholders.
CHAIR COUCH: Or all of the LLC’s members shall be natural persons, and if there’s more
than one partner, shareholder or member, they shall be related by blood, adoption... so
what is your objection there?
MS. THOMSON: So what I suggest that we remove from No. 3 is... Ill read it as I think we
should have it. So all of the trustees, partners, corporate shareholders or all of the
LLC’s members shall be natural persons. So remove “and if there is more than one
partner, shareholder or member, they shall be related by blood, adoption, marriage, or
civil union.” So remove that last part of that section.
-
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CHAIR COUCH: Well, I don’t think that’s the will of Council. I think the Council wants that
LLP membership to be members of the same family.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: LLC.
CHAIR COUCH: LLC.
MS. THOMSON: If that’s what you intend.
CHAIR COUCH: Yes, that is what we intend.
MS. THOMSON: Okay. So that means that your kind of standard LLC would not be able to
apply for this type of permit.
CHAIR COUCH: That is correct.
MS. THOMSON: Okay.
CHAIR COUCH: Yes. That was discussed for a long time and we want it to be part of the
family and that’s it, no companies coming in.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I think that’s...
CHAIR COUCH: Is that right, Members?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, that’s right.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, that’s what we agreed upon.
CHAIR COUCH: Yep. All right. So then going back to the initial deal, the concerns that the
Department had is about fee simple ownership. Bring that up again, what your...
MS. FLAMMER: So as we just discussed when the bill was originally passed, we did put
these minimum ownership qualifications on non... on trusts, LLCs but we did not put
them for fee simple. So right now, things can be quick claimed to somebody and we
don’t require a minimum ownership for them to come in to apply for a permit.
CHAIR COUCH: And this is where I guess you have the family, each individual’s on the deed,
a family of five are individual owners. All the brothers and sisters of a family are on
the deed, there’s five of ‘em, that means it’s a 25 percent, I mean a 20 percent, so that
nobody can apply then.
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MS. FLAMMER: You can, we can pick a number. I don’t know if the Council’s, has
something in mind that we, how they would want to...
CHAIR COUCH: It’s, I mean it’s up to the Members. You want to go to 10 percent? But
then, you know, I think we have to make it greater than 50 percent because of the
family situation that Ms. Balsa was talking about. At least 50 point, you know,
greater than 50 percent of the fee simple holders have to be the applicant. ‘Cause we
can have multiple applicants, so are you okay with that?
MS. McLEAN: There could be cases where it could be unwieldy but from the policy
perspective I think that’s appropriate.
CHAIR COUCH: Members, any concerns with that?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No.
CHAIR COUCH: Consensus on that?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yes.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Thank you. That was the simple one. So that takes us to Page 9,
the 5-year walt period. The ban, the five-year ban.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, let’s talk about that one.
CHAIR COUCH: Yes. Let me... let us talk about that one.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. Because..,
CHAIR COUCH: It’s going to be the Chair’s... first of all let the Department tell us what their
recommendation is and then we’ll talk.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
looking at the ban?

Well, let’s clarify.

Are we talking the look-back or we’re

CHAIR COUCH: No, we’re talking right now the five-year ban.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: The ban? The ban itself?
CHAIR COUCH: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, because there’s another issue

--

CHAIR COUCH: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --that were going to need to.. .the look-back.
-
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CHAIR COUCH: We’ll get to that. This is where it’ll come

--

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR COUCH: --right in here.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Department?
MS. McLEAN: You would like our

--

CHAIR COUCH: Yeah, what your...
MS. McLEAN: --opinion on the five-year ban in general?
CHAIR COUCH: Well, you’re making some changes here so what were, what are the...
MS. McLEAN:
Well, it’s clarifying that advertising and online reviews.., advertising is
mentioned elsewhere in the chapter as serving as evidence of operation so it’s adding
that in this section too, as well as online reviews. And we are suggesting that
operators on the island of Lanai have until the end of next year to submit permits
before the five-year ban goes into effect. And I believe there was discussion last time
about also adding the island of Molokai to that
--

CHAIR COUCH: Correct.
MS. McLEAN: --given the circumstances of those two islands and the limited opportunities
for visitor accommodations.
CHAIR COUCH: All right.
MS. McLEAN: It also the establishes the time at which the five years takes effect, and it also
applies to making it clear that it applies to the property itself, in addition to the permit
holder not being eligible to operate.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Members, this one is a tough one. Currently I believe the way we
were told last meeting, the way the Department looks at this is they get an application,
they look back to when the ordinance has, was first created and said oh, you’ve been
operating so you’re banned for five years or you have to do the five-year wait period. I
guess that’s the official term. So it’s the Chair’s concern that that look-back is a little
bit too onerous. I’m fine with going back a year. If you’ve stopped operating for a
year... actually I would prefer a little bit longer but in discussion with the
Department... or a little bit shorter. I’m sorry, I prefer
--
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, okay. I was going to say

--

CHAIR COUCH: --you know, six months.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --let’s get that correct.
CHAIR COUCH: I prefer six months but the Department wants to go a year. Want to have a
discussion on that. Not to go back all the way to the beginning of this ordinance, I
think that’s a little bit too far. I’m fine with going back six months, Department wants
to go back a year. What’s the Committee’s will, if you will? Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you very much, Chair. I have a great deal of discomfort
over the proposal that’s before us, the straight out five-year ban.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: I, it just doesn’t sit well with me. I would like to come up with
something that.. .1 know everybody says yeah, one more chance, one more chance, one
more chance, but, you know, when we started this whole thing, we took a big chance.
We were fighting the community that was saying we don’t want this, get rid of it, we
don’t want these things in our community, nya, nya, nya. And, you know, we went
through hours and hours and weeks and months of heart-wrenching stuff to come to
where we are at. And how long have we had it? Think about it. How long have we’ve
had it to where we’re actually policing it and, you know, doing a good job of trying to
figure out how to make this work? I might get shot down but I am willing to give
people one more chance. Some kind of a amnesty period and notify them. And we
have to notify them in some way that they cannot say I didn’t get it. I don’t know what
that is. And if they, you know, they don’t follow through or they do something wrong
or whatever, then I’m for the hammer. But, you know, when I’m hearing people say I
didn’t know, I didn’t hear, I’m sorry, I hear that in my Committee every single time we
meet. Nobody told me, I didn’t know, the ag people didn’t call me, the Farm Bureau
didn’t call me, the Water Department didn’t tell me, whatever. And so I want some
real hammer that says we let you know and if you don’t respond, that’s it, your last
chance, we’±e done.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: But a five-year ban, when I look at the economic consequences
of that, it scares me, it really, really scares me. I am not out to destroy the economy of
this community any more or anybody’s income as well as I don’t want to destroy
neighborhoods. So, you know, we’re caught in this very emotional situation here. But
will it hurt us to be generous one more time? How much damage is it going to do?
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Mr. Victorino?
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I concur, and I would like to see us like we did with other
what I call crucial types of filings, like the water meter list and all that, have those
people--what do you call that--certified mail sent to them saying here, this is the
chance you have, you gotta come in. Or they already have come in and, you know,
we’re going to give you one more chance and this is it, and you have to file by...
CHAIR COUCH: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEM3ER VICTORINO: Okay. Well, let me finish

--

CHAIR COUCH: Yeah,
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --because I know you were going to interrupt me, but I...
CHAIR COUCH: No, no.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That now they have this one more opportunity to do their
filings, their applications, and they have to cease for one year. I tend to agree with the
Department, one year is more plausible. I think that makes people... also may open
that up for a long-term rental, ‘cause six months may not be enough time, but gives
them an opportunity. And those who just go off like they’ve said and they go and they
go on vacation or they go out for a month or two, they’ll have to wait a year, but to be
fair to everybody. And the ban itself, I would say no longer, you know, if you don’t get
it done, I think five years too long, maybe two years. I’d be reasonably comfortable
with that. Again, you have to have something that has some teeth. You have to have
some punitive measure that makes people realize that if you don’t do it, there’s
consequences, and six months or a year that’s really too short. I’m talking about the
ban itself and I’m not talking about the amnesty and doing all of that. So, Mr. Chair,
I’d be really comfortable in taking that from five years to two years on the ban
situation. I don’t know how the other Members feel, but that would be where
something I think would be fair to all. And the economic impact even though it may
be severe, is not as great as five years waiting to be able to make that correction. So
that would be my suggestion, Mr. Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: One more.
CHAIR COUCH: Oh, let... do you want them to respond or you guys?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Let me add one more thing and then
CHAIR COUCH: Okay, add one more thing.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: --she can comment on it also.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Ms. Baisa?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: And the idea is that they absolutely must not operate during the
application period.
CHAIR COUCH: Oh absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Okay. That has to be clear, you cannot operate while you apply.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. And, Department and Corp. Counsel, somebody had a comment?
MS. THOMSON: I was just thinking about other ways of handling that, and I was just
discussing that with the Deputy Director. Doing, having the Department have the
discretion for the period of the ban up to five years, but Deputy McLean says that, that
may pose more problems for the Department than it would do good.
COUNCILMEM3ER VICTORINO: Thank you. Mr. Chair?
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Before Ms. McLean

-

CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --comments.
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. I don’t like discretion.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yeah,
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No offense to no one. Because discretion leaves it wide
open and puts them in a very precurious [sic] position. Because it may be Ms. McLean
doesn’t like me and puts me in five years and likes Mr. Quzman and gives him one, I
would be very hurt.
But no, all joking aside, really, I think discretion is not
something.. .1 want it clearly defined in this ordinance. Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MS. McLEAN: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Victorino, we, I agree with that. I’ve gone back and forth
on this idea a little bit, because the bottom line is that we really want people to come
into compliance.
CHAIR COUCH: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes, absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yes.
MS. McLEAN: We all agree on that, Okay, that’s good. But I have a really hard time with
giving the opportunity again. I’ve sat here and the Director has sat here and heard a
lot of flak from the Committee and from the public about our lax enforcement. If we
say okay, well, we’re going to give these people one more chance to come in, that really
pulls the rug out from under our enforcement strength. And it’s not as strong as we
would like it to be already. Let me give you an example of the kinds of things we face.
We issued a violation against someone for operating, and the gentleman had a
distinctive first name, I’ll say his first name is Bradley, which is not his name. And he
said that wasn’t me, that was my tenant. I have a long-term tenant for the property
and he was doing this and I did not, I was not aware of it. And so we were sort of
grappling with that going jeez, you know, what, how do we handle it with this guy?
We found an online review from someone who stayed there saying Bradley took great
care of us. So here we have a guy telling us, telling our Zoning Inspector to his face,
that wasn’t me, it was my tenant. And again, this gentleman had a distinctive name
so we know that it was him, he was the one operating, we had an online review. So
that’s probably one of the more extreme cases. But to say that oh, this guy should
now have the chance is really hard for us to swallow. Why don’t we offer an amnesty
for other types of violations? Zoning violations, SMA violations, We hear from those
people, oh, I didn’t know. Oh, you know, that illegal structure was on the property
when I bought it, I didn’t know. Oh, I didn’t know I needed to get an SMA Permit for
that, it’s such a minor thing. Well, you know, it’s not our responsibility to tell people
what the law is, especially with the way properties change hands, properties get
advertised. Oh great vacation rental potential, great B&B potential. Then what would
happen if we did some sort of notification and then some other, oh I didn’t get the
notice. Well, you notified those guys but you didn’t notify me, I didn’t know. It just,
it’s a real challenge to think about just opening it up, some sort of amnesty. The lookback idea though is something that we can support. Still having the ban in place, and
if you want to change the years on the ban, that’s, we’re, we can talk about that too.
But to say that someone cannot advertise or operate for at least a year, you know what
that means? That means that property has to go into long-term rental or sit vacant.
You know we’re also hearing about the housing crunch. And granted some of these
homes likely might not be rented at all, but some of them would be. If given the choice
of a ban or waiting a year before you apply for your permit so that you can get your
permit, you might very well put that property into long-term rental for six months or
for a year, and we need that inventory. So I would ask you not to give some sort of
amnesty but to do a short, a relatively short look-back period seems a reasonable
compromise. So that some of these operators are just going to have to cool it for a
year and then they can come in and apply. That seems reasonable to me. Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH:
Before Mr. Guzman and then before I talk, call on Mr. Guzman, I
understand exactly what your... and agree with you on the ones that were obviously in
your face, you know, were lying. And I know your stance on the whole SMA Permit,
-
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you know, I didn’t know I needed a Minor $MA Permit. In those instances where they
truly didn’t know about the SMA Permit or whatever thing that youre giving them a
warning for, your whole idea is to get them into compliance. Now you have a situation
that we have a testifier who’s claiming that he didn’t know, you know, somebody got
sick in his family and they said okay, we’re going to be gone for six months, let’s rent it
out, or for three months, let’s rent it out and started doing that, and then got a notice
saying you’ve been doing that so you can’t apply. How do you handle that? And I
know because we’re trying to get them into compliance, I guess that’s the philosophy
of the Department, has always been the philosophy of the Department to get people
into compliance, and that’s what we’re trying to do. We all want to do that. But we
also want to say, you know, you knew this and you still are flaunting the law so forget
it. Where do you draw that line?
MS. McLEAN: Being able to operate a short-term rental home is not an entitlement, it’s a
privilege. And if you’re not able to do it, you certainly have other alternatives for the
use of that property. If you’re not able to make the kind of money that you would
make doing a short-term rental operation, you could do long-term rental. It’s not as if,
you know, a situation like an SMA violation, if there was construction done without an
SMA Permit, it’s pretty radical to tell someone well, you need to tear your structure
down and then well give you a permit and you can build it back up again. That’s silly.
This isn’t the same kind of thing to us. If it were more comparable to that, we could
see, you know, you’d still be subject to the daily fine, you might... or excuse me, you’d
still be subject to the initial fine, and we might take a look at what the daily fines
would be as long as the person is trying to get permitted and achieve compliance. This
is a different kind of thing to us. And we have no way of knowing who’s telling us the
truth
--

CHAIR COUCH: Right.
MS. McLEAN: --and who’s lying to us. And just like the discretion that we agree with
Mr. Victorino that we don’t want to have, we can’t determine who’s telling the truth
and who’s lying. We can’t determine who has a legitimate reason for not being able to
do A, B, or C. We can’t make that determination, we don’t want to have to make that
determination, I, and I understand wanting to open it up back up again, I do, and I’ve
gone back and forth. But at this point, you know, we’ve heard every story there is and
we’re just saying no, if.. .1 think the look-back idea is a very reasonable one.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MS. McLEAN: And I don’t think that is overly burdensome, because you have other
revenue-generating opportunities on that property, especially in this housing climate.
CHAIR COUCH: Sure. Mr. Guzman, you had a comment?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: But.. .yeah, I just wanted to get clear in my mind about the
look-back process. So if you’re, so if you send out the notice, apparently you’ve
-
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caught them or you’ve realized that they’re operating without a permit. Upon sending
them the notice, then when does the look-back period start? So they’ll be banned,
right? So you’re going to,. .when do you start that? At the time that they receive the
notice they’re banned for five years forward? Or. yeah, just trying to get that more
solidified in my thoughts.
. .

MS. McLEAN: Right now when we see evidence of operation or advertising, we look from the
present back to when the ordinance was adopted which was in 2012. ‘Cause there are
some properties that were operating five years ago. We don’t go back five years
--

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay, okay.
MS. McLEAN: --to see. So if someone said I want to apply for a Short-Term Rental Home
Permit, and we said, and we would say if you’re operating or advertising you have to
stop that for a year before you can apply. And if they apply and we look and we see
advertising or evidence of operation from six months ago, say no, you’re, you can’t get
your permit, you have to stop for a year or you will be banned.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: You’ll be.. .you have to stop operations for a year and if you
don’t do so, then there’ll be a five-year ban?
MS. McLEAN: Right, on them being able to apply.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So those who have gone through that system where they’ve
received notice and you’ve warned them to cease and desist, they, and they’ve
continued to go forward on it, you’ve done a follow-up to make sure that they, you
know, they haven’t been in compliance and then you send them a letter saying you’re
banned for five years? Or how does that work? How do they know that they’re
banned for five years?
MS. McLEAN: We first send... and we’ve had...
CHAIR COUCH: Little bit closer to the microphone please.
MS. McLEAN: We’ve had some.. .we’ve approached it a couple different ways until we came
upon the procedure that we use now, so there might be some people who didn’t receive
the types of notices that I’m about to describe. But that’s what we’ve been doing
recently and this is what we’re going to continue doing. We issue a notice of warning
that says we have evidence that you’re operating, this is our evidence, and that gives
them an opportunity to contact us and say oh no, that was a ghost site or that was
someone else. And so if they can prove to our satisfaction that they haven’t been
advertising or operating, then that’s the end of it and they can apply if they want to.
Typically they don’t produce that kind of evidence because they were operating and
advertising. Then we send a notice of violation that says you are in violation and you
are banned from applying for five years.
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COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay.
CHAIR COUCH: Oh, oh. That’s new from what we had heard before. We had heard that if
they get the notice of warning, Mr. Rapacz said if you’re get the notice of warning,
you’re banned for five years.
MS. McLEAN: Right. We have to give them an opportunity to respond back to us to explain
or demonstrate that they haven’t been advertising or operating.
CHAIR COUCH: But if they have been advertising, it’s at the notice of warning that they’ve
been banned for five years? ‘Cause we wanted to
--

MS. McLEAN: Yes.
CHAIR COUCH: --say
MS. McLEAN: Yes, that’s correct.
CHAIR COUCH: --we wanted to say at the notice of violation, you get the ban. Give them a
chance to come into compliance, and that was not recommended by your Department.
MS. McLEAN: Correct. The ban would take effect at the notice of warning if it’s not

--

CHAIR COUCH: Notice of warning.
MS. McLEAN:

disputed.

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Oh, okay.
CHAIR COUCH: See that’s...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: ‘Cause what you just explained to me was it sounded like
there’s a show cause, you know, like after they receive the notice, show us cause why
you shouldn’t be banned. That’s the impression I got, but it’s not. It’s notice and then
you’re banned without any type of explanation or...
MS. McLEAN: When they receive the notice of warning, they can contact us and say I haven’t
been operating or advertising.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So they do have that opportunity
MS. McLEAN: They do have that opportunity.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --to try to...
CHAIR COUCH: If they really haven’t been operating.
-
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COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Right, right. Okay.
MS. McLEAN: Right.
CHAIR COUCH: It’s the ones that have been operating, they get the notice of warning,
they’re banned like that.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. Yeah, well, Chair, my thoughts on the whole amnesty
situation is I’m not agreeable to that. I think you know where I stand. I spent many
years, more than 18-17 years in the court system, knowing that being in front of the
judge and saying I didn’t know what the speed limit was never a defense. You know
regardless of you knowing what the laws are and you’re still going to be found guilty if
you’ve committed those type of violations, And this is like an administrative violation
so there is no mens rea, I mean there’s nothing to prove whether a person did it
intentionally, negligently, it’s whether you did it or you didn’t. So I really have a hard
time granting another amnesty. Getting back to the Department’s point of view, the
perception of the years before us that haven’t been, really been enforced will
compound this type of, you know, look, the Administration or the County never really
enforced these provisions, you know, during the first four years of the Arakawa
Administration and then now, only now in the second term of the continuous terms
are now taking a look at it. So yeah, we’re partly to blame, the County, but I just have
a hard time allowing us to, as legislators to change the law to accommodate those who
broke the law. I have a problem with that. Sorry. And for the look-back or the
provisions there, yeah, I would be agreeable to, you know, a two-year ban, you know,
just to get some.. .you know, if you’re looking at five year versus two years, I would
rather see a two years. So that’s my point. And, you know, I think two years is
appropriate. A lot of the.. .if we’re talking it as a privilege, you know, our licenses are
privileged
--

CHAIR COUCH: Right.

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --and so... our driver’s licenses, and so if you get caught with
a DUI it’s a one-year license suspension, they’ve changed the law. You know you get
caught twice, it’s two years license suspension. You know the third time, it’s full-on
revocation. So it’s gotta have some teeth to it. You know you can’t just be like, yeah,
you know
--

CHAIR COUCH: Understood.

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --let’s look at it as a privilege, you know
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --not an entitlement. Thank you.
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CHAIR COUCH: So what I’m hearing at least from two Members is that instead of the five
year they want to go down to two and a look-back of a year. Basically you have to
have not been operating for a year before you apply. Is that what I hear from the
Members?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. I think for myself and I don’t want to speak for
others, but I think Mr. Guzman has said it most eloquently that yeah, I mean I think
one year... a two-year ban and a one-year look-back I think would be fair in this case.
The only thing I disagree with is the fact that, you know, no more chances. I hate to
disagree with him but I’ve seen judges give more people more chances
--

CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --than Custer had Indians

--

CHAIR COUCH: Oh, my gosh.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --at the Little Big Horn.
CHAIR COUCH: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So no offense to the attorney but I’ve seen it. And some
people walk around with more chances than they need to but they get ‘em. Maybe it’s
just their luck, I don’t know what it is. But anyhow, again, this in my mind would be
the last chance. That’s what I guess I’m saying, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR COUCH: Well, we haven’t done anything about an amnesty yet.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I know. Yeah, well, no, I’m just saying.
CHAIR COUCH: I was going to ask that next.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, it’s okay. Well, then Ill wait till you ask the next
question, So I’m in favor of a one-year look-back and a two-year ban.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That’s
CHAIR COUCH: Now the other portion was there was a... Ms. Baisa brought up, she thought
an amnesty for another year was her, she would like to see that. Department said
they’re not in favor of an amnesty. Mr. Guzman is certainly not in favor of an
amnesty. Members, any other thoughts on the amnesty? Ms. Balsa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: How about six months?
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CHAIR COUCH: Six-months amnesty. Any thoughts, Members?
Department first and then Members.
MS. McLEAN: I did have one more comment that I meant to make

Or let’s go with the

--

CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MS. McLEAN: --earlier in my diatribe. That we have actually really only started imposing the
five-year ban in about June of this year, so operators have had from the time the law
was passed until [sic] 2012 until mid-2015 to operate without permits and apply and
get their permits. So it’s not as if the hammer came down in 2012. There was first
the temporary permit and then about three years since then, all this has been going
on, so that’s another one of my pitches for not opening up the door again.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Chair?
CHAIR COUCH: Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Chair, yeah, I think that’s a good point to... I’m sorry, did I...
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah, she wanted to follow up.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Just Ill finish my thought.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I yield.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: And the idea was that, you know, what I heard today and I hear
it said over and over and it troubles me is, you know, we are partly culpable also here,
because, you know, we made the law but then we said well, we didn’t enforce it until
recently. You know if you’re going to make a law, you better enforce it, because the
public then assumes that you’re not for real. And I hear this all the time with all the
laws we make, not just this one. So I can support the two-year ban. I can support the
one-year look-back. Maybe a little bit more time before we start hammering people,
but we gotta come up with something and we gotta do whatever we’re going to do and
we gotta do it consistently with teeth, Otherwise, we’re never going to solve this
--

CHAIR COUCH: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: --‘cause we’re always going to say “ah”, you know, and we don’t
want to do that.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Mr. Guzman?
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COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I would agree with Ms. Baisa as well on the, yeah, it is partly
our fault, and like I had mentioned earlier, you know, we as a County did not enforce
when we initially passed out these provisions or laws. But on the other hand, you
know, what about all those who have been operating illegally and have been not
paying the taxes or, you know, there are, you know, property tax provisions that
would put them in a different category. You know that’s a lot of lost revenues that the
County hasn’t collected, and the State maybe on GE taxes. I’m just assuming that if
they weren’t operating legally, they probably weren’t declaring their taxes as well. I
don’t know. But that type of I guess issues that would tend to make me believe that
an amnesty is not appropriate at this time. You know I really believe that we should,
you know, say what we did and go forward on, you know, just provisions that we’re
proposing. I’d like not only the one year, maybe two years, make it to two and
maybe...
CHAIR COUCH: Look back two years?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah, two years. But,..
CHAIR COUCH: That’s pretty steep.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah. But that’s where I would be at. The, if we’re looking at
some type of amnesty, I think that’s good enough, you know, two years. I mean if
we’re.. .maybe we can set that one year for six months, I don’t know. Allow it to be
enforced for six months and then up the ante after a certain period of time. As it, you
know, I’m sure that we can draft it in a way that...
CHAIR COUCH: So we’re talking the look-back is that when they apply, they have not been
able... have been able to and have operated for the last year.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Right. And then we can make it...
CHAIR COUCH: And you were saying it, you want it to be two years?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Well, I mean now that you mention it, it’s kind of like if, to
create an amnesty period by using a one year and have that effective for a certain
sunset date, and then after that date then it goes to two years. So it allows kind of a,
you know, lesser penalty or a lesser... do you see what I’m saying? I’m not quite
explaining...
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah. I think I...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN:
But it’s kind of like creating an amnesty but it’s
semi-amnesty, where it’s like okay, if you’ve been doing it for one year then you can
come in...
CHAIR COUCH: You have not been doing it.
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COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Have not been doing it for one year then you can come in.
But then if you don’t do it by, if you don’t come in by December 2016, then the law
shifts to we’re going to start looking two years back.
CHAIR COUCH: Department, thoughts?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: It’s kind of like an increase, and they do have that in criminal
law, it’s like increased penalties as
--

CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --you know.
CHAIR COUCH: Department? Nodding of heads doesn’t count. We’re tape recording this as
well, or disc recording this.
MS. McLEAN: The simpler it is, the easier it’ll be to administer, so, you know, that would be
our first choice. Conceptually it’s a creative way to approach it but it...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I would think that, you know... Chair? Sorry.
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: In order to get the incentive. You know like okay, if we don’t
do it now, we’re going to get hit harder later. So you better just get off the horse and
get it done. You know just to add a little bit of teeth
--

CHAIR COUCH: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --you know, to say okay, the Council’s not going with an
amnesty, but they’re allowing a little bit of concession here for one year. If we don’t do
it now, then forever hold your peace, ‘cause it’s going to increase, you know. So I don’t
know, We gotta have a carrot somewhere.
CHAIR COUCH: Members?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I’m still stuck with my one and two, and let’s leave it at
that because I think simplicity is important. You start complexing [sic] the, by having
this point and that date, and I think people get more confused. And now I don’t know,
I like to keep it simple. I agree with you, Ms. McLean. I’d like to keep it two year,
what do you call that, two-year ban and one-year look-back, and I think that’s a good
concession all-around, I agree with Mr. Guzman, you know, that’s, you know, we gave
‘em the chance. The amnesty I, those that are stuck in the mud right now, I don’t
know what to tell you, because no matter what we do, somebody is going to get stuck
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in the mud unless you get positraction. And that wasn’t built till 1964.. .never mind,
never mind. I’m just trying to lighten the mood because I can feel the tension
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah, yeah, yeah. No, I understand.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --you know what I mean? Woo.
CHAIR COUCH: Boy.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: This is a tough one, Mr. Chair. I,..
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah, it is.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Because...
CHAIR COUCH: I would like to, what I want to do is I see that there, were looking at some
sort of look-back period and there seems to be... I haven’t heard from Mr. Carroll, but
there seems to be an okay for a two-year amnesty which I., .1 mean not amnesty but
ban, a two-year ban which I’m actually surprised at. I would have gone down to three
but if you guys want to still go to two that’s fine. Mr. Carroll?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, I... come on, don’t be messing around with that.
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Come on, you guys.
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: A very interesting conversation on something we’ve been talking
about a long time. Just to clarify, we’re looking at a lot of people outside there that
are claiming they didn’t come forward, because they were worried about the process
administratively, or they didn’t,.. or they’re in the situation they are right now because
they never bothered to check to see what they had to do. And those are the
classifications we’re looking at now to deal with. This is really unusual. I can think of
nothing else in government that we have gone so far to try to help so many people
breaking the law, and that’s what we’re looking at. Let’s be right up front, we’re
looking at that, and I know we have people behind us over here and they’ve given their
rationale, but that is the bottom line. Now we’re looking about giving them all the
chances we can, all the opportunities to go over there and comply. But we really do
need something strong in there if they do not comply. And saying well, you know, we
don’t want to be too hard on them, I’m sorry, to me that’s ridiculous. We’re trying to
give them every chance possible to go over there and straighten themselves out, and
then we’re saying well, if you don’t do it, we’re going to make it easy on you anyway so
don’t worry too much about it, you can always come back again later. I’m sorry, it
needs to be the three or five years. Three years is a minimum, five years it should be.
There needs to be a hammer. We are going, bending over backwards over here to help
people that are not in compliance with the law. We’re doing everything possible.
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We’re going to extraordinary lengths. I know of no other examples that have ever come
before this Council that we have been that accommodating. Well, we should not be
accommodating with the penalties if, with all these chances we’re giving them. The
penalties should not be compromised, they should be strict, they should be hard, and
they should be solid. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Chair?
CHAIR COUCH: Yes, Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah, I would agree with Mr. Carroll on the three to five.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. So what I will do, Members, since we’re running, we’re at bare
quorum and there’s obviously not agreement, I’ll bring this up not at... our next
meeting is going to be the Lanai Community Plan, just so you know. That’s the intent
of the Chair. So in January, I hope to have this passed out by the end of January,
just so you know. I don’t want it to go another year. But I do want to bring this up to
the other Members that are here, we’re talking about a two- or a three-year ban,
maybe five. So far I don’t see any will of the Committee, at least the five that were
here, other than Ms. Balsa, for an amnesty of any length. But one year, we’re, now
w&re also discussing a one-year or a two-year look-back. And we’ve discussed it
pretty in depth, we know what’s going on, Ms. Balsa knows what’s going on. When
Ms. Cochran and Mr. White get back, we can kind of fill them in, in a short amount of
time, get their input, and then we’ll make a decision. I have a feeling it looks like it’s
going to be, certainly a one year... I would go with a one-year look.., my
recommendation would be one-year look-back, three-year ban, and no two-year lookback as a good compromise for both. So that’s probably the way I would recommend
to Mr. White and mister... Ms. Cochran. But certainly if you want to try and convince
otherwise when theyre here, that’s why we’re here, that’s what we want to do.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR COUCH: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You know Ill conclude by saying this, Mr. Chair. You know
although I agree with Mr. Carroll and Mr. Guzman about lawbreakers and that issue,
this whole thing was set up to bring into compliance.
CHAIR COUCH: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That was the first intent. It wasn’t to go catch lawbreakers,
it was to bring into compliance these group of people. Let us not forget compliance is
the reason we’re doing this. We no need a hammer to get compliance, because if we
have to do a hammer every time we want compliance, guess what? Most of them won’t
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comply. After a while they just go out there until you get caught like our friends in
Paia. Go on years and years until you catch me, if you can, and theyll play that game.
Right, Gina? I mean honestly, you know, again, I’m trying to give this as a compliance
issue, giving them an opportunity. I mean I don’t mind a hammer when you break the
law, I don’t mind that, but I also want to see these people have one fair, last chance
getting compliant. And if we’re going to go five years, that’s going to chase a lot of ‘em
away and here we go again, catch me if you can. And that’s not what we want. We
want the tax revenue, we want them to be compliant, we want them to do it right, and
I think that’s what the Department has been trying to do. And the idea is... and,
Ms. McLean, let me say this much to you, when we chastised you guys for not
enforcement, a lot of the blame falls on us. We’ve never given you enough money or
manpower to enforce, so let the public hear that straight out, Mr. Chair, that it was
our fault a lot of times, we, Because when you came in budget time, we cut this
position, we cut that position, no, you don’t need that, and then so now you’re
strapped. So, you know, I take so much responsibility because they didn’t get the
positions. Maybe enforceability was difficult. I know people say oh, you can get on a
computer, do this, do that. Well yeah, but there’s still the point that you gotta get out
there sooner or later and inspect. You gotta make sure what you see, what you hear is
really right, what is there. So, Mr. Chair, I don’t want to belabor the point but again, I
want to remind the Members we were here trying to get a compliance ordinance so
that people could come in and really get legal, like we did with the B&B, like we did
with the STRs, right? Originally that was all our intent. And there were a lot of illegal
ones, Mr. Chair, if you remember, but we gave them that chance. And it’s... and some
of them are still in that process and Mr. Croly can attest to that, that are still in that
process because it’s difficult. So I’ll leave it at that. And I just want to make sure
everybody is comfortable with that idea that it’s a compliance issue, and I’m not here
to throw hammers at people. I would really like to see us give them a chance to
comply and do it as best we can. Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Yes, Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Ill just make it very short.
Chair, since there’s been
somewhat issues and, or certain allegations that the Planning Commission has been
making policy
--

CHAIR COUCH: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --on, you know, basically not being fair. And to me that’s very
surprising and I would like to at least request the Chair if we could get a
representative from the Planning Commission or the Commission itself to be here so
we can ask them questions as to what type of criteria they’re using. And if so it’s
discovered that they’re being biased, personally biased and not using the fair and
reasonable manner in which they’re supposed to be making decisions, that needs to
be looked at. And I think Corporation Counsel, if we could ask Corporation Counsel
whether there’s anything in the Charter or in the County Code that would allow us the
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authority to question their competency as a member of the Commission. I would like
to address those issues as well. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR COUCH:
Department or Corporation Counsel?
Department, let’s hear what you have to say.

I’m happy to do that, but,

MS. McLEAN: A couple of things. There was, the Committee asked a question at one of the
last meetings since the Planning Commission sent that letter, That there were two
STRH applications that went to them that the Commission denied. There are two that
have been deferred that still need to be heard. One was allowed to have an automatic
approval because they heard it and didn’t have enough votes either way, so that
automatically got approved. There were at least four that came in for the State Special
Use Permit, they were on Ag land, that they approved the State Special Use Permit so
that the STRH Permit could be granted administratively. They approved a time
extension for another, and they approved one that was just heard at the last meeting.
So it’s really only two since March that they denied, the others were either approved or
are still pending. But Gina just, also just told me that the chair of the Commission
has asked for some guidance from Corp. Counsel to make sure that they are applying
the criteria in the law when they consider these and that they’re not going outside that
scope when they consider applications to make sure that they are still being objective
in their consideration of these.

MS. THOMSON: Chair? Just a couple of general comments on how Corp. Counsel advises
the Planning Commissions when these permits are before them. They are.. .there’s a
fairly broad amount of discretion in the law as currently written, so it’s very site and
case specific. Neighbor opinions and comments and complaints matter a lot. But the
Planning Commissions as far as the experience that I’ve had, have evaluated the
permits individually and fairly. And also if the applicants are unhappy with the
outcome, they can appeal that to the Circuit Court. I think that it, you know, in
general those are difficult appeals to have success with because the law is so
discretionary, so.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Thank you, Chair. The only reason why I’m bringing that up
is that I’ve had several calls to my office that basically saying the reason why we’re not
going through the legitimate process is because we’ve heard on the streets that the
Commission is already pre-biased or predestined to vote no on TVRs. And so I wanted
to either look into it or dispel that, or.. .it seems as though that’s going around. And
that’s not good for the County and that’s not, defmitely
--

CHAIR COUCH: Of course.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --not good for the Commissions.
CHAIR COUCH: Let me just say that they did send us a letter asking us to put a moratorium
on short-term rental homes or repeal the bill, so right there that tells there’s the bias.
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Whether or not they’re actually doing it is a different story, but there’s already a
built-in bias. So I do have some concerns with that.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: And I... sorry, Chair.
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Just going along with that, Chair

--

CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --I think we need to, you know, have the Commission on the
floor. I know that the Department is here speaking on their behalf, but I cannot ask
certain questions to the Department and have them answer, and have it related in my
mind that it’s actually they’re not biased. You know they’re speaking on behalf of the
Commission, I need to speak to the Commission itself to determine what’s going on
here. Is this., .you sent us a letter here on the moratorium, is this, you know, who
among you believe that it, you know, it’s just are you guys doing policy or are you guys
doing administrative decisions. I’m getting kind of gray, blurred, you know, feelings or
reactions to it.
CHAIR COUCH: That would be a very interesting probably first-time occurrence is having a
Sunshine Law meeting with both bodies in one room.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Exactly where I was going with that, Mr. Chair. And let me
add, you know, the letter they sent to us
--

CHAIR COUCH: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --was requesting us to look at this matter. Mi right. That’s
first and foremost. And I believe that they’re very concerned because again, the
moratorium because they can’t really have defmitive guidelines, they feel like right
now they’re having some challenges.
CHAIR COUCH: No, I believe the letter said it’s because of the long-term rental is their
biggest concern. I believe that’s...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And you know what? That’s our concern too here in this
building right now. They know that. I tell this to the short-term rental people all the
time.
CHAIR COUCH: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So am I biased? You better believe it, I am biased,
because I am concerned. We have a crucial, critical shortage out there, Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: There’s no ifs, buts, ors about it, and that’s why I’m having
a hard time with all of this. I am having a very difficult time. So am I biased? You
better believe it, I’m willing to admit it. I got people, family, friends that cannot get
rentals and they’re paying for one bedrooms or two bedrooms, garages, and
storerooms 8... 1O...$l,200 a month. Is that fair? Those are the people who work in
our community, they’re family and friends who work right here every, each and every
day. So again, I think we’re treading thin ice but I
CHAIR COUCH: Right, right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --don’t want to go there. I won’t go there.
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I just saying that we know there is a problem.
recognized the problem and sent it to us

They

--

CHAIR COUCH: And...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --saying they recognize the problem.
CHAIR COUCH: But...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Not.. .wait, let me finish.
CHAIR COUCH: Go ahead. Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Let me finish. However, does that make them biased?
They’re recognizing a problem and they are saying their concern, and asking for a
moratorium may not be, ‘cause we’ve asked for water moratoriums, we’ve asked for
other moratoriums from other commissions. So I just, I’m just saying that I’m not
totally,. .and the street, the word on the street which I have a great ear for is that
they’re trying to do something that maybe the Council should be looking at. Word on
the street.
CHAIR COUCH: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. Just couple things, I have this from the discussion we’ve been
having prior to Mr. Victorino’s comments. These for the most part, if you look at all
the permits that are out there, a lot of them are high-end homes that are not going to
be long-term rented to the working folks. Now they could be long-term rented to
people who have high-end, but usually those folks are going to buy anyway. So we
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have to take that out there. Now there are some that may, could potentially be long
term, as a matter of fact a testifier came up here and said they want to convert one of
their long-terms to short term, and that’s, that was a big red flag for me, And that’s
where we get into the 500-foot rule that we have deferred until.. .that’s going to be the
last thing we talk about. As soon as we get this ban taken care of, then all we have
left on the Department’s concerns are the 500-foot rule. So that’s when we can have
the discussion, and maybe well have a member of the Planning Commission here
because they’re the ones that asked that it be discussed. And that’s when.. .we had
some testifiers say okay, how about if we, if the house price is greater than such and
such, it’s not going to be a long-term rental, it doesn’t need to go to the Planning
Commission. If it’s below then it should go to Planning Commission ‘cause it could be
a long-term rental. Then that’s where the Commission would determine whether, oh
no, it’s Mr. Guzman who’s going to be leaving town for three months out of the year
and he wants to rent it to help pay his mortgage. Versus now it’s Mr. Victorino who’s
only here three months out of the year and he could potentially rent it long term for at
least six months. So those are some of the things that we would need to give direction
to the Commission for. So in your deliberation of this, next time you hear it, see it on
the agenda, think about those kind of things to discuss, ‘cause that is a very big
concern. And the other concern that the Chair has anyway is the whole, you know,
the article that came out in Civil Beat about, you know, 52 percent of the homes on
Maui are being sold to people outside of Maui County. You know people are saying
well, you guys gotta do something about that. We would love to do something about
that but there’s this little thing called the Constitution of the United States that says
we can’t. So we have to have some creative ways to figure that out as well. So it’s not
just short-term rentals that are causing the problem, it’s not just housing... I mean it’s
a big mess. And we gotta pick it at one bite at a time. So we wanna get the shortterm rental people that are going to be... and the reason short-term rentals are a good
thing, not a ton of ‘em but a good thing, you heard several testifiers today and the last
few meetings saying hey, this is my livelihood as far as I go in and clean those, I go in
there and fix the, a pool. Or, you know, there are some, I believe we had a testifier last
time say hey, we got 20 people that rely on short-term rentals out there for their
income, so that’s jobs. We’d be taking away jobs if we get rid of short-term rentals.
You gotta think of it.. .1 mean it’s a big picture, and I know we are.. .that’s why we’re
here, that’s why we get, you know, elected to do the job, we have to think about the
big picture, and we do. You know we hear the people who don’t have all this in mind
and they are very passionate, but we have to put all that together and come up with
something that benefits as best we can everybody. Mr. Carroll?
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. As I said the first time, we are going to extreme
lengths, we’re giving everybody every opportunity, this Council, to be able to comply,
and were looking at all of the different ways that we can bring them into compliance.
But the Councilmember from Wailuku has stated that he does not like to hear the
penalty portion. We have to have penalties, I’m sorry. If you break the speed limit
three times, they take away your license. If you don’t pay your taxes, they throw you
in jail. Penalties are a part of it. We do everything possible to make sure that we do
everything we can that compliance can be met. We are going the extra mile, and I
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think we should. But the enforcement of the system, of the results of what we’re
doing, you have to have strong enforcement. You do not have strong enforcement, it
doesn’t work. It doesn’t work. And we have proved that with many, many things. So I
would hope this Council, I hope we can come up something with the Department, with
the Administration. And Administration, obviously, they are looking at ways to where
they can expedite the process, where they can make it simpler, where they can go over
there and make compliance easier without losing oversight. And we’re.. .thank you
very much for that. But we do need to have that last part of it, there has to be
something inside there that you will pay a penalty.
CHAIR COUCH: Oh yeah.
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL:
you, Chair.

And it has to be substantial, And we cannot forget that.

Thank

CHAIR COUCH: Agreed.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR COUCH: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: To

--

CHAIR COUCH: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --respond to my eloquent East Maui colleague, I am not
saying I don’t want no penalties, I didn’t say that, I just said this is our chance... and
these people better hear it now, that this is their last chance, this the last go-around
to get compliant and make sure that these hammers that we’re talking about, these
penalties that we’re talking about will be coming down. And then don’t come crying
back to.. .don’t come back to us crying.
CHAIR COUCH: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: This is it. But again, there’s a big picture like you said

--

CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --and I think that’s the real challenge. Because we have
exterior forces pushing at us, and the bottom line in all of this and the real reason
we’re here today with all of these problems is the lack of inventory because we haven’t
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built many homes. We know where the root of the problem is, and let’s leave that one
alone.
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: But the problem we have is we gotta solve it today. And
we’re the body that makes those final decisions so that, A, the Commission, and B, the
Department can then regulate and enforce because they’re clearly defined what needs
to be done. I think that... even Ms. McLean has mentioned a couple times, discretion
is not something they really, really like.
CHAIR COUCH: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Because it opens Pandora’s Box.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
Chair.

I’ll stop here because I know you want to go to lunch,

CHAIR COUCH: Members, we’re going to defer this. We’re going to come back with this
matrix. Mark it in your book, whatever. We’re going to start
--

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I’m.

.

.(inaudible).

.

.

in the book.

CHAIR COUCH: --with the very last page, Page 9. We also have to, we had a request to
consider Molokai as well as Lanai for some of the stuff, so I still have that on the list.
All we have is the five-year wait period that we’re talking about and the 500 foot. That
could take up meeting, a whole meeting in itself. But we have those two things.
There’s been a request for the Maui Meadows’ cap to be increased, and then there’s
some other enforcement requests out there. So we’re really close, we’re very, very
close.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: The five-year penalty and the look-back, right?
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah, the look-back. Yeah, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, the look-back. Okay, yeah.
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: ‘Cause I want to make sure that that’s not missed in this.
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah. That’s

--

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
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CHAIR COUCH: —-written down.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
CHAIR COUCH: So keep this, we won’t print a new one, save some trees. And if there’s no
further comment, I want to thank the Department for a very lively discussion, and the
Members for a very lively discussion. And Staff for getting it all down I hope. So
thank you. And, Ms. Thomson, welcome to Planning Committee meeting. Members,
with that, this meeting is adjourned. Thank you. And happy holidays. I believe we’re
done... oh no, we have December 16th for the Lanai planning... Community Plan is
going to come up on that one. So Lanai Community Plan, get your... it’s been on,
published for two weeks now, so take a look at it, have your questions, well be ready
to go. So this meeting is adjourned.
(gavel).
.
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